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STATE OF MAINE
SPECIMEN BALLOT
General Election November 7, 1978
A person, candidate or political committee who prepares or circulates a paper in the form of a 
ballot or a part thereof on which is imprinted the words SPECIMEN BALLOT or the instructions 
for voting on a ballot, shall have committed a Class E crime.
MARKHAM L. GARTLEY, Secretary of State
STATE OF MAINE — Summary of Bonded Indebtedness — June 3 0 , 1978
Total Bonds O utstanding..................................................................................  $ 2 6 9 ,0 7 5 ,0 0 0 .0 0
Total Interest to Maturity..................................................................................  8 8 ,8 0 3 ,4 4 8 .5 0
Authorized but Unissued — Current Program ....................................... 1 0 0 ,1 1 6 ,0 0 0 .0 0
Limit of Potential Contingent Bond Liability...........................................  5 9 ,6 5 3 ,7 2 5 .0 0
Total Authorized but Unissued B o n d s ........................................................ 1 5 9 ,7 6 9 ,7 2 5 .0 0
Total Amount of Bonds Contemplated to be Issued if
the Issues Submitted to Voters be R atified ....................................  2 ,1 0 0 ,0 0 0 .0 0
Place a cross (X ) or a check mark ( / )  in a square at the left of each question for which you desire to 
vote. A mark in the YES box means you are in favor of the question, a mark in the NO box means that 
you are opposed.
YES NO□ □ REFERENDUM QUESTION"Shall a bond issue be ratified for the purpose set forth in AN ACT to Authorize a Self-liquidating Bond Issue in the Amount of $2,100,000 to Establish a Dormitory at Northern Maine Vocational-Technical Institute,' 
passed by the Second Regular Session of the 108th Legislature?"
YES NO□ □ PROPOSED CON STITUTIONAL AMENDMENT NO. 1"Shall the Constitution be amended as proposed by a resolution of the Legislature to eliminate the office of justice of the peace as a Constitu­tional office?"
YES NO PROPOSED CON STITUTIONAL AMENDMENT NO. 2
"Shall the Constitution be amended as proposed by a resolution of the 
First Regular Session of the 108th Legislature to repeal provisions relating 
to the poll tax and to payment in lieu of military duty?”
YES NO□ □ PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT NO. 3"Shall the Constitution be amended as proposed by a resolution of the First Regular Session of the 108th Legislature to reduce and combine the guarantee limits for the insurance of enterprises within the State, and to 
make vessels registered in the State eligible for such insurance?"
YES NO PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT NO. 4
"Shall the Constitution be amended as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide for the convening of the Legislature in December 
following the general election, instead of in January?"□ □
YES NO PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT NO. 5
□  "Shall the Constitution be amended as proposed by a resolution of theLegislature to require the State to reimburse municipalities from state tax sources for 50% of losses caused by property tax exemptions and credits 
enacted after April 1, 1978?"
YES NO PROPOSED CON STITUTIONAL AMENDMENT NO. 6
□  "Shall the Constitution be amended as proposed by a resolution of theLegislature to provide that taxes which a school district is authorized to levy may be assessed in any cost-sharing formula mutually agreeable to 
the communities involved?"
STATE OF MAINE
GENERAL ELECTION 
NOVEMBER 7, 1978
REFERENDUM QUESTION
"Shall a bond Issue be ratified for the purpose set forth In 
'AN ACT to Authorize a Self-liquidating Bond Issue in the Amount of 
$2,100,000 to Establish a Dormitory at Northern Maine Vocational- 
Technical Institute,' passed by the Second Regular Session of the 
108th Legislature?"
YES NO
Androscoggin
Aroostook
Cumberland
Franklin
Hancock
Kennebec
Knox
Lincoln
Oxford
Penobscot
Piscataquis
Sagadahoc
Somerset
Waldo
Washington
York
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 1
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legislature 
to eliminate the office of justice of the 
peace as a Constitutional office?"
15,448 13,944
15,115 6,811
44,404 25,059
4,200 3,305
7,213 6,716
18,596 14,497
5,847 4,031
5,735 3,842
7,983 6,657
24,014 15,168
2,903 2,634
4,629 3,212
6,408 6,405
4,212 3,617
3,704 5,066
21.477 18,522
191,888 139,486
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 2
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the First 
Regular Session of the 108th Legislature 
to repeal provisions relating to the poll 
tax and to payment in lieu of military 
duty?"
YES NO YES NO
Androscoggin 16,147 12,870 15,872 12,220
Aroostook 11,909 8,953 12,036 8,196
Cumberland 39,574 27,673 40,842 24,234
Franklin 4,005 3,288 4,226 2,803
Hancock 7,418 6,013 8,092 5,030
Kennebec 17,807 14,347 18,447 12,587
Knox 5,401 4,209 5,745 3,523
Lincoln 5,099 4,022 5,368 3,418
Oxford 7,722 6,335 8,014 5,642
Penobscot 21,418 16,312 22,939 13,737
Piscataquis 2,875 2,498 3,043 2,163
Sagadahoc 4,269 3,474 4,592 2,913
Somerset 6,137 6,214 6,545 5,376
Waldo 3,964 3,498 4,397 2,859
Washington 4,026 4,386 4,293 3,834
York 21,375 17,435 21,546 16,115
179,146 141,527 185,997 124,650
PAGE 2
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PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 3
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 4
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the First 
Regular Session of the 108th Legislature 
to reduce and combine the guarantee limits 
for the insurance of enterprises within 
the State, and to make vessels registered 
in the State eligible for such insurance?"
YES NO
Androscoggin 17,403 9,567
Aroostook 13,427 6,232
Cumberland 45,192 17,700
Franklin 4,663 2,124
Hancock 8,524 4,050
Kennebec 19,929 10,035
Knox 6,395 2,609
Lincoln 5,940 2,565
Oxford 8,616 4,470
Penobscot 24,829 10,614
Piscataquis 3,253 1,775
Sagadahoc 5,082 2,276
Somerset 7,317 4,228
Waldo 4,746 2,261
Washington 4,890 2,984
York 24,541 12,056
204,747 95,546
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 5
"Shall the Constitution be amended as
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla-
ture to require the State to reimburse
municipalities from state tax sources
for 50% of losses caused by property tax
exemptions and credits enacted after
April 1, 1978?"
YES NO
Androscoggin 18,815 9,370
Aroostook 13,747 6,775
Cumberland 46,516 19,054
Franklin 5,158 1,956
Hancock 8,191 5,049
Kennebec 21,295 10,046
Knox 6,451 2,913
Lincoln 6,305 2,634
Oxford 9,964 3,856
Penobscot 23,055 13,848
Piscataquis 3,377 1,933
Sagadahoc 5,402 2,222
Somerset 8,243 3,868
Waldo 4,815 2,536
Washington 5,265 3,062
York 26,818 11,366
213,417 100,488
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legislature 
to provide for the convening of the 
Legislature in December following the 
general election, instead of in January?"
YES NO
14,193 14,482
12,316 8,255
32,226 35,303
3,737 3,511
7,697 5,653
13,983 18,016
5,197 4,325
4,480 4,649
6,926 7,097
22,526 15,004
2,988 2,334
3,834 3,869
6,162 6,039
3,944 3,255
4,698 3,659
20.355 17.958
165,262 153,409
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 6
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legislature 
to provide that taxes which a school 
district is authorized to levy may be 
assessed in any cost-sharing formula 
mutually agreeable to the communities 
involved?"
YES NO
17,664 9,909
14,124 6,000
46,024 19,066
5,003 2,100
8,807 4,119
20,638 10,143
6,652 2,557
6,217 2,595
9,498 4,268
25,675 11,218
3,506 1,704
5,126 2,348
7,878 4,119
5,081 2,248
5,175 2,932
24.995 12.438
212,063 97,764
Cêrtérâl Election
November 7, 1978
COUNTY OF ANDROSCOGGIN
REFERENDUM
QUESTION
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENEMENT NO. 1
TOWNS
"Shall a bond Issue be ratified for the 
purpose set forth In 'AN ACT to Authorize 
a Self-liquidating Bond Issue In the Amount 
of $2,100,000 to Establish a Dormitory at 
Northern Maine Vocational-Technical 
Institute,' passed by the Second Regular 
Session of the 108th Legislature?"
YES MO |_______ _______________
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to eliminate the office of 
justice of the peace as a Constitutional 
office?"
I_______ 1 YES NO j______________
Auburn, 3 2 5 7 3  XSO H3ZX 3 a  ¿ 3
Ward 1
Ward 2
Ward 3
Ward 4
Ward 5
Durham, Zoo X*3 ZSZ
Greene, 40^ - 3 7 2 H03
Leeds, m 1 7 5 " y 9  7
Lewiston, ¿ 7 'SI ¿ 3 / 4 7 / 7 7 S3 70
Ward 1
Precincts 1
2
3
Ward 2
Precincts 1
2
3
Ward 3
Precincts 1A
IB
2
3
Ward 4
Precincts 1A
IB
2
3
Ward 5
Precincts 1
2
3
Ward 6
Precincts 1
2A
2B
3
Ward 7
Precincts 1
2
3
4
V * .J
t •
"Shall the Constitution be amended as proposed 
by a resolution of the First Regular Session of 
the 108th Legislature to repeal provisions 
relating to the poll tax and to payment In lieu 
of military duty?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
______  i AMENEMENT NO. 2
"Shall the Constitution be amended as proposed 
by a resolution of the First Regular Session of 
the 108th Legislature to reduce and combine the 
guarantee limits for the Insurance of enterprises 
within the State, and to make vessels registered 
In the State eligible for such insurance?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 3
YES NO YES NO
v y / y 303 y 4*13 <33x7
3/x sxc, n s
V3S 3  XS
! 7 y /79 )?3  )?S
CS 96 S37Ÿ 73C7 V / 7 /
ôétlêfâl Election
November 7, 19787 COUNTY OF ANDROSCOGGINLiConcluded)
REFERENDUM
1 - ______ a_____________ U____1 w w w PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL _____ AMENDMENT NO. 1 !_______ 1
"Shall a bond issue be ratified for 
the purpose set forth in 'AN ACT to 
Authorize a Self-liquidating Bond Issue 
in the Amount of $2,100,000 to Establish 
a Dormitory at Northern Maine Vocational 
Technical Institute,' passed by the 
Second Regular Session of the 108th 
TOWNS Legislature?"
YES NO J _______
-
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to eliminate the office of justice 
of the peace as a Constitutional office?"
_______ ________: YES NO 1_______
Lisbon, lobs' /¿>S7 /os? /ÖOX
Ward 1
Ward 2
Livermore, 3o& 03L 7U? 3.7-7
Livermore Falls, W 4?/ H?7 V37
Mechanic Falls, SYX 13/c SCO a ib
Minot, olâ3 Is ? I t ? J7S~
Poland, SI 7 S33> 77 7 HI?
Sabattus, 33 S* 3 77 3 3  Y 3 7
Turner, SSY 370 ?/3 3?S~
Wales, /o 3 /3Z n s /X!
S w/ w ’ -^7 ' -r---y -
]PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 2
"Shall the Constitution be amended as proposed 
by a resolution of the First Regular Session of t 
108th Legislature to repeal provisions relating t 
the poll tax and to payment in lieu of military 
duty?"
J________ j TES 1 IP 1
1
:he
:o
)OXf 90 7
£ ?S ou?
H2£> S/O
SOo ass
¿OS' J 40
S37 30Y
3 S ? 3
SS? 30 é
/¿X /¿>?
"Shall the Constitution be amended as proposed 
by a resolution of the First Regular Session of 
the 108th Legislature to reduce and combine the 
guarantee limits for the Insurance of enterprises 
within the State, and to make vessels registered 
in the State eligible for such insurance?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 3
YES NO
A 2 / 3  7 'OK
3/7 /7J
S3 7
473 ¿0 / 
0/7 /OO 
5T7f
SOO ¿.SO 
SS? ¿73  
/¿S’ ?/
? Sé 7
‘Jz General Election
November 7, 1978
COUNTY OF ANDROSCOGGIN
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 4
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 5
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legislature 
to provide for the convening of the 
Legislature in December following the 
general election, instead of in January?"
TOWNS
|_______ 1 YES NO
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to require the State to reimburse 
municipalities from state tax sources 
for 507o of losses caused by property tax 
exemptions and credits enacted after 
April 1, 1978?"
%
1_______ 1 1 YES NO
Auburn, 3 2 3 3 3 7 3 ? 7 ? ? ? ZHZO
Ward 1
Ward 2
Ward 3
Ward 4
Ward 5 • -«7
Durham, 270 4 7 ? 3 So 1 S'?
*v. Greene, 3  7v5~ J 7  7 4 4 ^
V  Leeds, / 6 3 n? /o 7H i
Lewiston, OH-? 7 ^ 4 7 H~no
Ward 1
Precincts 1
2
» 1  3
Ward 2
Precincts 1
a t  2
i i »  3
\ Ward 3
Precincts 1A1 !  1 i b
¡1 {_■ 2 
1 3
Ward 4
1 \t' Precincts 1Am-
« IBIi  i 2F A - i
3
1 Ward 5I -
Precincts 1i* *h --— ..1 1
3
Ward 6\ C Precincts 1
. \ 2A! F
\A f 2B 
j  1  3
.  Ward 7 • «
Precincts 1
» 1  2
1 8i f  * ~ 1 11  , _ i  I  1J  ; 1 .  I . J
*  * J
m
i
I  »
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legislature 
to provide that taxes which a school district 
Is authorized to levy may be assessed In any 
cost-sharing formula mutually agreeable to the 
communities Involved?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 6
YES NO
49 43 <6
333 /=?? 
V78 
337
727S W  87
Cenerài Election
November 7, 1978
COUNTY OF ANDROSCOGGIN -  (Concluded)
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 4
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legislature 
to provide for the convening of the 
Legislature in December following the 
general election, Instead of in January?"
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to require the State to 
reimburse municipalities from state 
tax sources for 507. of losses caused 
by property tax exemptions and credits 
enacted after April 1, 1978?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 5 ______!
TOWNS
YES NO YES NO
Lisbon, 9^0 222 /3X7 L>7%
Ward 1
Ward 2
Livermore, 29? 373 / 3X
Livermore Falls, (c V9 ¿¿S '
Mechanic Falls, ¿7 3 3?? 737 3oo
Minot, !ù>7 /?A X U 77
Poland, 997 Htt XS7
Sabattus, 33? 30,0 s o  c> Xoo,
Turner, 3 7e/ 37? J-SX
Wales, / oo /3o JbZ 7Ä
àW/93 ?,373>
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 6
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legislature 
to provide that taxes which a school district 
Is authorized to levy may be assessed in any 
cost-sharing formula mutually agreeable to the 
communities involved?"
YB8 1 HO I________1______
H 77$
/3o
SIS 3/X
*S7
2SŸ /¿>/
¿,Z3~ X7S
■ v y /
j T / r xs/
/»7 ? s
j Ÿ.ŸàŸs
% X t
ôèûèfâl Élection
November 7, 1978
COUNTY OF AROOSTOOK
REFERENDUM
___________________ U 1 QUESTION
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONA] 
AMENDMENT NO. 1
L
"Shell a bond Issue be ratified for the 
purpose set forth In 'AN ACT to Authorize 
a Self-liquidating Bond Issue In the Amount 
of $2,100,000 to Establish a Dormitory at 
Northern Maine Vocational-Technical 
Institute,' passed by the Second Regular 
Session of the 108th Legislature?"
"Shall the 
as proposed by 
Legiilature to 
justice of the 
office?"
Constitution be amended 
a resolution of the 
eliminate the office of 
peace as a Constitutional
TOWNS
YES NO YES NO
Allagash, 3/ A 7 73
Amity, / ? LA /£ ¡5
Ashland, ¡23 £59 ¡93
Bancroft, 7 t, 5 6
Benedicta, 7P IP ¡7
Blaine, 135 U /Ô5
Bridgewater, / V 5 P5 / 2 5 P'7
Caribou, 1777 63H i/ho 7 P7
Castle Hill, 71 HO 59 H6
Chapman, 77 £0 H5 HI ;
Crystal, 31 35 n
Dyer Brook, 7P , 7 V 36 H/
Eagle Lake, ¿L 31 95 ¡95 J12
Easton, 310 93 206 /PH
Fort Fairfield, 99/ 3 ¿pc? 729 6>/ô
Fort Kent, II 07 527 PP3 è 73
Frenchville, 307 JM £¿,9
Grand Isle, 52 /&Ô 57
Hamlin, S3 £-2 HQ 33
Hammond, 7 6 9 16 P
Haynesville, Ü5 £6 ¿¿a £7
Hersey, 7 6 5 7
Hodgdon, 763 / V / 73P 7H5
Houlton, 1 ! 97 7P0 H 9o 6P3
Island Falls, £35 n ¡90 737
Limestone, 399 ¡76 3'7 £5H
Linneus, 7 7 55 72 CO
Littleton, ICQ. 93 ¡¡9
Ludlow, 53 £5 àü 37
Madawaska, PH7 H2H 7 / 6 5/5
Mapleton, 337 /ôp ¡76,
Mars Hill, 33? ¡3tL 193 • j
Masardis, 37 £6 57 35
Merrill, 39 £ 7 35 ¿L9
Monticello, ¡37 59 j o5 95
New Canada, 55 20. 59 £5 -------i
New Limerick, 95 £9 73 57
New Sweden, 73f V f / ¿3 ¿ 7
Oakfield, / 06 77 95 PQ
Orient, JLÙ £3 75 £H
Perham, i 9 7 3ù 7/ 5?
Portage Lake, 30. 7 / HH
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 2
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 3
"Shall the Constitution be amended as proposed "Shall the Constitution be amended as proposed 
by a resolution of the First Regular Session of by a resolution of the First Regular Session of 
the 108th Legislature to repeal provisions the 108th Legislature to reduce and combine the 
relating to the poll tax and to payment In lieu guarantee limits for the Insurance of enterprises 
of military duty?" within the State, and to make vessels registered
in the State eligible for such insurance?"
YES NO YES NO
£9 3P HO £3
/H 72 77 9
¿¿TP /¿H 305 /Ip
<6 5 6 6
73 £H 76
?£ 9/ /72L 6 2.
77P P? ¡HO 69
1/27 73/ 7793 593
¿>6 3P 60 36
H3 HI 5H £7
as> £3 33 i 7
3P 37 39 3 5
£73 9P 225 P3
233 /63 6LH7 //9
Po? 5ôP PP6 396
9C7 537 //II 3^ 3
¿¿¿5 /?6> 329
/¿>4 57 //P H5
HO 33 56 77
¿S_ /ô / 7 7
£5 ¿¿H £9
5 7 7 5
7 H/ / y y 75/ 737
/ / ¿ V ¿>P7 723/ 5H6
£/3 /¿>P 92
3oï 39/ 350 /59
¿ 9 63. 7 / HQ
732 763 7H3 P£
y y £7 H9 £.6
7 37 H6P PH7 327
£33 769 377 773
£0/ 7 ¿5 £63 /55
35 37 HP £3
3P £7 H/ £3
I/O P7 7£2 6CL
H5 HH £3
7H 5  6 P3 H6
/âô 63 /ûy 56
PP P'3 /¿Ù 59
7P <55 /7 3Ô
5 6 57 57
7 Y Hi M 31
»
General Election
 ^November 7, 1978
COUNTY OF AROOSTOOK (Concluded)
REFERENDUM PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
QUESTION AMENDMENT NO. 1
"Shall a bond issue be ratified for
— -------- -  ■ — -  .  — •  • —  •  *
"Shall the Constitution be amended as
the purpose set forth in 'AN ACT to proposed1 by a resolution of the Legisla-
Authorize a Self-liquidating Bond Issue ture to éliminâte the office of justice of
in the Amount of $2,100,000 to Establish the peace as a Constitutional office?"
a Dormitory at Northern Maine Vocational« 
Technical Institute,' passed by the 
Second Regular Session of the 108th
Legislature?"
TOWNS
YES NO YES NO
Presque Isle, YoY /YSS /¿¿y
Ward 1
Ward 2
Saint Agatha, Ao9 90 /78 /OfSaint Agatha, 
Sinclair T17, R4 öfa fS So
St. Francis, Ule 6/ 96 73
Sherman, U9 /¿lb //y /of
Smyrna, S7 3 7 37 S S
Stockholm, /ó 8 79 S 3
Van Buren, 059 3*3 SS7 799
Wade, 33 ÄS J5 3A
Washburn, V 3 U 173 30Á ¿¿8 0
Westfield, 96 y¿> (¿>(o S ?
Westmanland, 19 u / < £ //
Weston, 3Y 37 3 / 3A
Woodland, n  9 ry /37 U ¥
PLANTATIONS
Cary, 17 /6 SA
Caswell, n o S-? <P¿
Caswell, Connor District
Cyr, 30 // / / ¿u
E, 9 U y /o
Garfield, Al /Í /S /*
Glenwood, — 1 i —
Macwahoc, He /9 /r /?
Moro, 0 0 S' S '
Nashville, >0 V /o
Oxbow, /r 3 /A y
Reed, A ! ¿17 /? Ä7
St. John, 99 A t Y¿¿ 30
Wallagrass, 139 SA. //S
Winterville, V 3 Ì9 2>9 SA
/¿7/jr ¿3/1 //V? 8JS3
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 2
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 3
"Shall the Constitution be amended as proposed "Shall the Constitution be amended as proposed
by a resolution of the First Regular Session of by a resolution of the First Regular Session of
the 108th Legislature to repeal provisions the 108th Legislature to reduce and combine the
relating to the poll tax and to payment In lieu guarantee limits for the insurance of enterprises
of military duty?" within the State, and to make vessels registered
in the State eligible for such insurance?"
YES NO YES NO
/Vf? ¿,80
/OB //¿> 77
SO 7 - 3 3 3
86 //ns S7
/òB /OS /SO <?/
S6 33 Sù> 3 3
70 S3 B-3. öS
S7? y</o i>Y3 £87
3X2 J S SD
33.6 ¿9/ / ¿ ¿ P
03 S9 7Y V¿
/¿L 7 /V
¿¿7 3S~ 3/
/Y3 /</$ ì t
7 / r
7/ 9? 97 ¿¿>3
/ t ¿ ¿ / /P
/0 3 P
/7 /S < r
/ — ■ — /
/£ /8 / r
S S 7 3
/3 ¿> /o P
/V 7 3
/9 ¿¿V 7?
3  9 3 3 - 2 7
/¿>7 ¿8 /A! s v
37 - 2 3 39
Pólle ? / 7i i3ytfo2.yx
ôêttèfâl Election
^November 7, 1978
COUNTY OF AROOSTOOK
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 4
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 5
"Shall the Constitution be amended ac 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to provide for the convening of the 
Legislature in December following the 
general election, instead of In 
January?"
TOW NS
YES NO
!
1
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legis­
lature to require the State to reimburse 
municipalities from state tax sources fol 
50% of losses caused by property tax 
exemptions and credits enacted after 
April 1, 1978?"
_______ ______  YES NO
Allagash, 36 £ P 39 3 6
Amity, / 7 10 /  5 13
Ashland, £ 5 ? IP/ 3 OH 143
Bancroft, 6 3 7 5
Benedicta, £ 9 ? 3 do 4
Blaine, 7 0 3 l à 7/9 6/
Bridgewater, U3L qp 7£6 P ?
Caribou, jû?9 P/t> //46 7 2 5
Castle Hill, CP 61 4Sl 64 43l
Chapman, 50 33 00 47
Crystal, 33 £0 3 ? IP
Dyer Brook, 4 4 30 49 £4
Eagle Lake, £11 1 03 434 P3
Easton, ££7 763 4 9? 739
Fort Fairfield, Po6 5 M 9£P //ÔÛ
Fort Kent, 9 ¿fib 56? 1156 3 79
Frenchville, 303 174 3Pd 76?
Grand Isle, ¡ 3 119 40
Hamlin, 5! 33 6/ 76
Hammond, IP 7 // 73
Haynesville, £'5 £6 3i £0
Hersey, 7 3 7 3
Hodgdon, ¡36 141 77/
Houlton, l III 7U // 6 6 097
Island Falls, i79 ISO. III
Limestone, 3/0 <445 309 IPI
Linneus,
Littleton,
76
734
47
/ ù
P7
/¿/7
46
94
Ludlow, 4? <25 JP- £3
Madawaska, 7âo ¿01 i>SH 305
Mapleton, £7P /70 30 A. 7 4 To
Mars Hill, 7 7 7 A W /46
Masardis, 4P 30 06 77
Merrill, 44 43 w OU
Monticello, 
New Canada,
IIP
37
7(0
77
/¿Li
Jù
69
5/
New Limerick, P3 4P M 46
New Sweden, /// 03 /¿3 44
Oakfield, 97 74 //7 30
Orient, 7 4 cOP <A3 76
Perham, 73 S3 n 63
Portage Lake, Pô 4LÔ 7( 47
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legislature 
to provide that taxes which a school district 
is authorized to levy may be assessed In any 
cost-sharing formula mutually agreeable to the 
communities involved?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 6
YES NO
4  6(9
IP 7 0
3 3 5 /OP
4 7
¿¿6 ! Sô
/£ / 5 9
/£ 4 P£
7£65 5P 7
7a; 3à
51 £5
3 9 /£
3 6 £ù
£42 9£
9£7 379
u n 403
354 / / 4
706- 5 9
55 77
73 9
<£9 <£/
3 P
776 7 ôP
73/2 5£Ql
£35 P5
3 6 ? /6 0
Pô 4 7
763 PO
5 4 7P
fiôp- 374
7£P
£Lfié 747
79
£ 0
/SP
JP 75
3 6
/P f W
/JH 3 P
75
7 / 4 7
P f 06
'I
‘Cenerài Election
/November 7, 1978
COUNTY OF AROOSTOOK (Concluded)
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 4 AMENDMENT NO. 5
TOWNS
"Shall the Constitution be amended as "Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the proposed by a resolution of the Legis- 
Leglslature to provide for the convening lature to require the State to reimburse 
of the Legislature In December following municipalities from state tax sources for 
the general election, instead of in 507. of losses caused by property tax 
January?" exemptions and credits enacted after
April 1, 1978?"
YES NO YES NO
Presque Isle, wa ÌÙ/0 /5A2 ?76
Ward 1
Ward 2
Saint Agatha, AO ŸI ¿USSaint Agatha, 
Sinclair T17, R4 gr Ÿ5 ¥3
St. Francis, in f t /An VA
Sherman, J 5 Ò ?s / 3 S 73
Smyrna, Sc2 39 sy 33
Stockholm, »A yy 77 39
Van Buren, S 7 9 379 090 <277
Wade, A9 33 y/ 17
Washburn, 359 A25 3 08 an
Westfield, 7* V? 79 VS
Westmanland, /y S /jT S-
Weston, 17 SO Vt /?
Woodland, )V0 /òà ¿59 77
PLANTATIONS
Cary, /A Au ¿y 9
Caswell, 97 76 97 70
Caswell, Connor District
Cyr, At /y 3o //
E, V 9 7 Cp
Garfield, /& 13 AO //
Glenwood, 1 — — !
Macwahoc, /y / 6 /s /9
Moro, 5 S 7 S'
Nashville, /A ? // y
Oxbow, 7 U /3 s
Reed, /S' 23 3 ù /A
St. John, S5 A 7 S 3 Ao
Wallagrass, /28 S/ A3 3 y?
W in te rv ille , 30 AO V/ /?
A2 3 It nSb /37V 7 ¿775
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legislature 
to provide that taxes which a school district 
is authorized to levy may be assessed in any 
cost-sharing formula mutually agreeable to the 
communities involved?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 6
YES
/ 1 3 Y
NO
A IO 7 /
Sto y ç
/ / y
/ S ó ¿ o S
S 9
y y
ù>// 3 2 7
3 » / 8
V o s  / & 7
Ÿ S 3 8
cS3 I
<4.3
/ S ?
¿9 /
? a 7 A
o2 . 5 7 3
y 9
/9 / O
/ —
/9 / S '
// /
9 r
/  â> 3
A 7 / S
V9 a a
7 A 0 , S S
y A a i
/vai too 0
^ôéttétfâl Election
November 7, 1978
COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND
REFERENDUM
QUESTION
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 1
"Shall a bond Issue be ratified for 
the purpose set forth In 'AN ACT to 
Authorize a Self-liquidating Bond Issue 
in the Amount of $2,100,000 to Establish 
a Dormitory at Northern Maine Vocational- 
Technical Institute,' passed by the 
Second Regular Session of the 108th 
Legislature?"
TOWNS
YES NO
"Shal 
proposed 
ture to 
the peac
1 the Constitution be amended as 
by a resolution of the Leglsla- 
ellmlnate the office of Justice of 
e as a Constitutional office?"
1____  YES NO
Baldwin, /OS U f /A? /SO
Bridgton, 7 6 / SS? 7AS S3*
Brunswick, PW5 AUSÒ Ht 3 7
Cape Elizabeth, 5 6 V 3 ? s s //A7
Casco, 3A 9 A% 7 A93 A93
Cumberland, /AoS' (,2b //?8 S79
Mainland
Island District
Falmouth, AbSb 98SL /P7/ //03
Precincts 1
2
Freeport, /AU7 ZoS //ot P8S
Gorham, A Okie HAS /PS5 /SSo
Districts 1
2
3
4
5
Gray, ?7¿> SA? PA! 556
Harpswell, Ï79 5¿>£ Pò! 99/
Mainland District
Great Island District
Orr s and Bailey Island 
District
Harrison, 3 * V AZI 3 0 0
Naples, 3 / V ASO Al 7 ASI
New Gloucester, Si V 3 A? 938 SO?
North Yarmouth, < 5 3 * 3 9? A V
Portland, /A503 6 2 9  V 10570 7570
District 1
Precincts 1
2
3
4
5
District 2
Precincts 1
1A
2
2A
District 3
Precincts 1
1A
2
2A
A * J • • ** 0 IV
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
I J AMENDMENT NO. 2
"Shall the Constitution be amended as proposed 
by a resolution of the First Regular Session of 
the 108th Legislature to repeal provisions 
relating to the poll tax and to payment In lieu 
of military duty?"
YES NO
/3 7 /A S
70 8 SSA
A 7/9 /y/s
A V’08 90s
35V A?U
/Aàà 5 6 ?
/937 ? V Ï
/ASA ¿,87
/y?o / a »
P'7 S?6
P7A y¿>A
S/Ô A IO  
SU
y ss sos
yoo
/úá,S5
"Shall the Constitution be amended as proposed 
by a resolution of the First Regular Session of 
the 108th Legislature to reduce and combine the 
guarantee limits for the Insurance of enterprises 
within the State, and to make vessels registered 
In the State eligible for such insurance?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 3
YES NO
/7£
7M 3 7 S  
A9A0 /077 
SSSS 7/7 
363 /Si? 
/AVS S/7
Art? &>¥6
/SS7 SOû 
Ao7/
p p s
9SA AS*?
327
351 /OA. 
5/0 AVO)
y o ?  /? s ~
/¿¿SO 7796
i\ôêûêrâl Election
November 7, 1978
COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND (Concluded)
TOWNS
REFERENDUM
QUESTION
"Shall a bond issue be ratified for 
the purpose set forth in 'AN ACT to 
Authorize a Self-liquidating Bond Issue 
in the Amount of $2,100,000 to Establish 
a Dormitory at Northern Maine Vocational* 
Technical Institute,' passed by the 
Second Regular Session of the 108th 
Legislature?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 1
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to eliminate the office of justice of 
the peace as a Constitutional office?"
YES NO
Portland,
District 4 
Precincts 1 
1A 
2
2A
District 5 
Precincts 1 
1A 
2
2A
District 6 
Precincts 1 
1A 
2
2A
Pownal,
Raymond,
Scarborough,
Sebago,
South Portland, 
District 1 
District 2 
District 3 
District 4 
District 5 
Precincts 1 
2
Standish,
Westbrook,
Ward 1 
Precincts 1 
2
Ward 2 
Ward 3 
Precincts 1 
2
Ward 4 
Ward 5 
Windham, 
Yarmouth,
District 1 
District 2
T*YES NO
A/7 15*1 
4*6> 558
su 37. m s
i 05 ¡(pi? 
49 Vl ¿673
103.5 599
3883 3*79
77755 /47>5
/?rY 874
.
» -
779
573
7U 5
759
9533
m
3<,s4
78,27) ,
1533
757
39, S  7 77 7,7 73
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 2
"Shall the Constitution be amended as proposed 
by a resolution of the First Regular Session of 
the 108th Legislature to repeal provisions 
relating to the poll tax and to payment in lieu 
of military duty?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 3
"Shall the Constitution be amended as proposed 
by a resolution of the First Regular Session of 
the 108th Legislature to reduce and combine the 
guarantee limits for the Insurance of enterprises 
within the State, and to make vessels registered 
in the State eligible.for such Insurance?"
YES NO YES NO
78/ 70/ 337 772
5 /9 cif/4 533 A 29
7999 7/53 3753 9-/9
704 73? 7/0
4573 3.848 532.7 797)3
975
37,93 7994
77J7 //¿S ' 
70>7l ?3l(p
76, f 73 27,03?
703?
3 9 9 s7554
7887
7822 J W
74/70/7,766
7p- -
• I . I
Cenerai Election
November 7, 1978
COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 4
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 5
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide for the conven­
ing of the Legislature in December 
following the general election, Instead 
of in January?"
TOWNS
YES HD !_______________
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legislatur 
to require the State to reimburse munlclpa 
lties from state tax sources for 507. of 
losses caused by property tax exemptions 
and credits enacted after April 1, 1978?"
YES NO
e
1-
Baldwin, J*/0 /SLi'o /9o 7!
Bridgton, faò(p (,59 xrs 35ô
Brunswick, <^3*2 / 199b ¿on 1193
Cape Elizabeth, / 7  V m i ¿</si 997
Casco, £99 9/0 /S8
Cumberland, *? °! 7 ¡0 73 USD S/o
Mainland
Island District
Falmouth, / 9\ 7Ù H3Ù £ObS m
Precincts 1
2
Freeport, £3 7 1057 191b SS3
Gorham, / f ¿ 2 3 3 ?90
Districts 1
2
3
4
5
Gray, (i53i 907 9U 378
Harpswell, If 8  0 63 7 97S 33.0
Mainland District
Great Island District
Urr s and Bailey island 
District
Harrison,
Naples,
£90 371
9o£
/SO
I3£
New Gloucester, 377 SSS £9!
North Yarmouth, ¿2 gf3 369 y 3 / /9 7
Portland, S' S 9533 /Ä 333 S/97
District 1
Precincts 1
2
3
4
5
District 2
Precincts 1
1A
2
2A
District 3
Precincts 1
1A
2
2A
"Shall the Constitution be amended as proposed 
by a resolution of the Legislature to provide that 
taxes which a school district is authorized to levy 
may be assessed in any cost-sharing formula mutually 
agreeable to the communities Involved?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 6
YES NO
/ y o
883. 398
£999 II9(>
3 (,9? 7 SO.
373 178
/ £ / £ yss~
£091 798
/379
m ss
S93
7 /S
93S 389
H3S. £S /
SJ/
3ü8 ISS
SS7
9 /9  9US. 
/337S 9979
Cenerài Election 
November 7, 1978!/ COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND (Concluded)
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 4
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide for the conven­
ing of the Legislature in December 
following the general election,
Instead of in January?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 5 r
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legislature 
to require the State to reimburse munici­
palities from state tax sources for 50% of 
losses caused by property tax exemptions 
and credits enacted after April 1, 1978?"
TOWNS
YES NO YES NO' — -------- ~
Portland,
District 4 
Precincts 1 
1A 
2
2A
District 5 
Precincts 1 
1A 
2
2A
District 6 
Precincts 1 
1A 
2
2A
Pownal,
Raymond,
Scarborough,
Sebago,
South Portland, 
District 1 
District 2 
District 3 
District 4 
District 5 
Precincts 1 
2
Standish,
Westbrook,
Ward 1 
Precincts 1 
2
Ward 2 
Ward 3 
Precincts 1 
2
Ward 4 
Ward 5 
Windham, 
Yarmouth, 
District 1 
District 2
15 If /?9 
39 S  
/SOA
>51 /SA  
35W  S9A9
193 via
ÙQXS ASoS
•
/3S7 /Ss//
/&SS ! 3*1
V.
______________.J
¿38 i/o
Sis A ia. 
A  A ) A 9A S  
A *7 ? /
53»7 A/Ao
///? s o s
SSAS )S77
ACM  9  
/¿77 if63,
7^/0/9, os7
: •
v
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 6
"Shall the Constitution be amended as proposed 
by a resolution of the Legislature to provide that 
taxes which a school district Is authorized to levy 
may be assessed In any cost-sharing formula mutually 
agreeable to the communities Involved?"
YES NO
sa i /SO
SSA A S /
¿ / ? r  ?^y
AO A /¿rt>
S/SO
JUS SA 3
A90S /<£ 73
/ m 9V*/
/7AS 77/
,Ÿ4,ôJLJ//?,ô6>é>
v <■ % .à,y* 7^* < A )
Ôêrtètâl Election
November 7, 1978
COUNTY OF FRANKLIN
TOWNS
"Shall
Bond Issue in 
to Establish a 
Maine Vocations
passed 
of the
issue be ratified 
for the purpose set forth in 1 
ACT to Authorize a Self-liquida ing
the Amount of $2,100,000
Dormitory at Northern 
Technical Institute,' 
by the Second Regular Session 
108th Legislature?"
"Shall the 
proposed by a n
ititut 
resolution 
eliminate the
the peace as a Constitutional office?"
ture to
of the Leglsla- 
ice of justice o 1
YES NO YES NO YES NO YES NO
Avon, 70 b / Ù 5 Ù 7 S 3 7 s ¿70
Carrabassett Valley, 99 75 3 ?
1
9a
V9
c£l ? 2 1?
Carthage, 9 3 3 7 3D 39 K <23 1_________ *2/
Chesterville, 0 9 /ö 9 99 P7 9 ? FS 125 CoS'
Eustis, 70- 93 k8 9a S7 9k 5 5
Farmington, 11Ô7 bFl 9Fb 7a ?
.
JûFSi 3 7 3 117f 530
Industry, bS 7F 2£ < ;1 FF s a ?7 73*
Jay, 7  UU 377 79S s s  7 7 09 3 9 9 79/ 53#1-------------
Kingfield, 179 197 IÌ0 cQ-Jlg 13Û 1 3 5 3 97f ----------------------------------
Madrid,
New Sharon,
9 HI ID IS cÆô 17 IS1-------
17# 133 ISO _ i9 9 137 /Û.3 ¿& r. 70
New Vineyard, 93 3*3 F3 71 9/ ¿>0 \ ?k ■&L
Phillips, ¿03 105 707 is  9 /SS 93 jt/a 33
Rangeley, £33 17S ¿19 177 — 39b is  9 ¿20 7 /OS
Strong, SJ# SIDS 197 ¿Uk ! 12/3 1?7 _________ 1 AVf /9Ô—
Temple, Jû9 9(p 97 101 IOC 9b 133 5 01------------
Weld, 7? 7 / 29 Sie 3 b 3 5 _________ 9£L Ô&
nmm. I* 17 S3Ù Ù/9 ypk DSC ■V3J J 70S 3 3 3
PLANTATIONS
Coplin, -lb j5 JÔ ¡2 13 iM 1 ¿e
_________
léL
Dallas, SU 17 Me 19
f
L ___ o20 15 _________ 17 /¿rf ■ ■ ......:
Rangeley, 2/ 79 19 lb <2.0 13 a/ log.
Sandy River, ¿3 19 17 3 i s s / 3 *
-------------- J
9,<2ôo VM S 9  <¿>¿>3 ¿P,/e2.5
i
j_____
-------------- —.
----------------- -
•___
_____I .
1
__________t-- - ■ ■ —.. ... ..—I
j_____
by a r
PROPOSED CONI 
AMENDMENT
lution of the
the 108th Legislature to
STITUTIONAL
"Shall the Constitution be amended as
irst Regular Sess
relating to the
of military duty?"
poll tax
repeal provis 
and to payment
proposed 
ion of
lieu
"Shall the 
by a resolution 
the 108th Legis 
guarantee limit 
within the Stat 
in the State el
0NAL
ititution be 
of the First Re 
tture to reduce 
for the in8uranc 
and to make v<
ed as 
gular Session of 
and combine the
proposed
¡e of enterprises 
isels registered 
;gible for such insurance?"
*
'General Election
November 7, 1978 COUNTY OF FRANKLIN
— ei
” 1 P*o| OSED CONBTITUTIOl MENIMENE NO. 4 UAL
TOWNS
"ShaV 
proposée 
lature 
the Leg: 
the gen 
January
L the Constitution be amen 
i by a resolution of the 
to provide for the conven 
Lslature In December folL 
eral election, instead of7««
■
YES • N0
nded as 
Legis- 
Ing of 
owing 
ln
Avon, ÙJL b3
Carrabassett Valley, J7
Carthage, 30
Chesterville, 27 9Z
Eustis, ! Mi ?
Farmington, 233
Industry, 7F (JL
Jay, (fi (c (7 -M>J7
Kingfield, /7<Z
Madrid, 7
New Sharon, IS l?  . 10 O
New Vineyard, TÙl _ 79
Phillips, J J l J 3.0.
Rangeley, 173 !
Strong, ¿0?
Temple, //cÄ ?ÔL
Weld,
Wilton, SSô _______
PLANTATIONS
Coplin, in 10
Dallas, JL JL.
Rangeley, -19 jS
Sandy River, 9 ¿53.
J /J 7 3, J J
_______
I -
L_
i
1_ji__
I —  - 1 --
1 ..
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 5
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to require the State to reimburse 
municlpelltle8 from state tax sources for 
507. of losses caused by property tax 
exemptions and credits enacted after 
April 1, 1978?"
t4-
YES NO
1 99 J S
77 353
. ¿ zJ -J S
L3S SJ1
3 7
I 1339 JOO
; lûi_ J3
I 2Sô J5LÛ
i z/y 9S
3
Viàu- 73
1 lila JOI i 
(2/ Lo y
383 10%
1(3
J3U 3 7
107 3J-f - - —
, 2  /y J9ô
/ 7 (û
T A9 (û
, 33
__
S
577578 7,?S6>r  *
1 ■ .■  . 
J----
t
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 6
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legislature 
to provide that taxes which a school district 
is authorized to levy may be assessed In any 
cost-sharing formula mutually agreeable to 
the communitie* involved?"
YES NO
oasssBH nr r mm n
70> VP
—
I
(9 __ . ___
/ ?
/û9 71 -------------- ,
J jù 3V
/£l50 JSlO
9 ? J o ___________ 1
J V S ---------------i
<0_____ ___________ ---------------!
¿LjJ.
/// 3 9
(50 ZS
(00
¿7/ /3S
J37 ¿e V
99 3 9
y jS 30. 7
•
/  1c (O
30 8
£/ y j
HO 4
51003 J / o o
—
[
—
Ôêrtétâl Election
November 7, 1978
COUNTY OF HANCOCK
REFERENDUM PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
QUESTION AMENDMENT NO. 1
TOWNS
"Shall a bond Issue be ratified 
for the purpose set forth in 'AN 
ACT to Authorize a Self-liquidating 
Bond Issue in the Amount of $2,100,000 
to Establish a Dormitory at Northern 
Maine Vocational-Technical Institute,' 
passed by the Second Regular Session 
of the 108th Legislature?"
YES NO !_______________
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to eliminate the office of justice of 
the peace as a Constitutional office?"
________________  YE8 WO
Amherst, YO V/ : JS 73
Aurora, 37 29 <23 ' 33
Bar Harbor, 36/ S3 3
Blue Hill, 3S2 36? 3 7 7 337
Brooklin, / o ? 7 793 7sS /ÔÔ
Brooksville, /¿3 787 7SS 77/
Bucksport, 733 728 ¿S3
Castine, J oy 773 237 73 7
Cranberry Isles, 63 6? ¿7 77
District No. 1
District No. 2
Dedham, 7¿¿ 736 73/ /36
Deer Isle, 32/ 30X /fa
Eastbrook, Vô 7? 3S 3~~7
Ellsworth, ?6S 73/ 937 87 f
District 1
District 2
District 3
District 4
Franklin, 72X /jT3 /¿>3 /¿a
Gouldsboro, /fo 3fS 326 âôù
Hancock, /?e /¿S ' /*¥ /63
Lamoine, 3 0X 72S 307 /¿/
Mariaville, 72 33 2/ 3Y
Mount Desert, v6o 376 979 JfY
District No. 1
District No. 2
Disfrirt N o  3L/idu ici u
Orland, <360 333 3 7 7 3/7
Osborn, / / <? s 73
Otis, 37 3y 3? 3#
Penobscot, 737 /ff' /78 /XT
Sedgwick, 737 /3? 73? / ¿ T
Sorrento U SY 73 73
Southwest Harbor. oUS 33? 3/7kyv/u lit ft VOlA amí y
Stonington, /2Y /f¿ 3/j" S 3
Sullivan, /93 /fifí 737 7 08
Surry, /73 ¿¿7 /SQ /<=?/
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONA] 
AMENDMENT NO. 2
L PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 3
"Shall the Constitution be amended as proposée 
by a resolution of the First Regular Session of 
the 108th Legislature to repeal provisions 
relating to the poll tax and to payment in lieu 
of military duty?"
J_____  YES NO
1 "Shall the Constitution be amended as proposed
by a resolution of the First Regular Session of 
the 108th Legislature to reduce and combine the 
guarantee limits for the Insurance of enterprises 
within the State, and to make vessels registered 
in the State eligible for such Insurance?"
YES NO
3 7 
30
3 7
33
3 f
<so
722 -930 ft?/ 3Jé
733 5 S 7
7¿S' <7? / 7r  7/
787 737 5-/0 /  63
797
JS7
97
3 7 ?
7/7
3 7
< m  yzr
8 ?  3 3
76?
3X6
7 o y
S 3
73
36.2 /O ?
3 8
70/S
7 S
7 s r
3/
//66 386
/33 /¿/ 765 80
<337 785-
563 /3S~~ 537 //jT~
537 / J A 3 7 7  70 5
J 8 3/ J g
Y7S 368 7S6 576
38Ÿ 772 3 7 7 ¿3 7
7 /O JX 7
y/ 3/ Vô 9 ?
/ n - ¿3 7 797 7 7 ?
/6S ' <98 762 86
73~ 3 9 7 3 3 ö
395- 7 2 3 ' Jé X /Yô
<552 7Ÿ2 2 3 6 707
7 7 7 8 Y /9¿ 7 2
/ 87 8 7 777 ¿ ¿
Cenerài Election
November 7, 1978
✓ COUNTY OF HANCOCK (Concluded)
IREFERENDUM QUESTION PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 1
"Shall a bond Issue be ratified 
for the purpose set forth in 'AN 
ACT to Authorize a Self-liquidating 
Bond Issue in the Amount of $2,100,000 
to Establish a Dormitory at Northern 
Maine Vocational-Technical Institute,' 
passed by the Second Regular Session 
of the 108th Legislature?"
TOWNS
YES NO YES NO
Swan’s Island, go 33 <37
Tremont, /yj /73 /J 7
Trenton, /J / /¿f f /¿/
Verona, /¿y 9é
Waltham, yg 373- ¿3 yS'
Winter Harbor, ^  f 33 37 79
PLANTATIONS
Great Pond, /y /y / / 7é>
Long Island, y £/ /Y
7*2/3 ¿ 7 / ¿ 79/2 (,0/3
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legislature 
to eliminate the office of Justice of the 
peace as a Constitutional office?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO, 2
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the First 
Regular Session of the 108th Legislature to 
repeal provisions relating to the poll tax 
and to payment in lieu of military duty?"
YES NO
« 3
/7¿> /<?<?
737 77
/à/
o79 7<P-
/¿>ô éô
/7 / /
/à /Y
son
"Shall the Constitution be amended as proposed 
by a resolution of the First Regular Session of 
the 108th Legislature to reduce and combine the 
guarantee limits for the insurance of enterprises 
within the State, and to make vessels registered 
in the State eligible for such insurance?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 3
YES NO
93 33
/!/ 7 7
/Y3 70
/ / / 7 7
J# 37
7/7 3 7
<3/ 3
/3 73
HùSb
óértéfál Election
November 7 , 1978S
"S h a ll the Constitution be amended "S h a ll the Constitution  be amended as
COUNTY OF HANCOCK
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 4 ^  AMENDMENT NO. 5
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide fo r the conven­
ing of the Legislature in  December 
follow ing the general e le ctio n , Instead 
of in  January?"
TOWNS
YES NO _ ! _______
proposed by a resolution of the Legis la ­
ture to require the State to reimburse 
m u n icip a litie s  from state tax sources fo r 
50% of losses caused by property tax 
exemptions and cre d its  enacted after 
A p r il  1, 1978?"
___________ 1 qg no 1
Amherst, ¿/¿) 38 ¥ f J f
Aurora, X X J 7 7 7
Bar Harbor, £ 74/ s/o S?D SS7f
Blue Hill, Y08 X</Y ■f/f o s r
Brooklin, /S/S /OS' 7fy //S'
Brooksville, /<87 73? /8¥ 73 7
Bucksport, 7  "J3 S/f 3 /3 3Tà
Castine, <X/6 7 s x 0 07> /7Ô
Cranberry Isles, 7X- ¥7 #0 Y/
District No. 1
District No. 2
Dedham, 767 //v /é>¿ 7/7
Deer Isle, 300 78/ 377 768
Eastbrook, A7 S 7 33
Ellsworth, /SO £Y7 <77/ 77X
District 1
District 2
District 3
District 4
Franklin, /3/ 70 7 7¿Y <76
Gouldsboro. 037 Xd/ J7Í 7S 7
Hancock. Xô/T /Y3 o723 730
Lamoine, XjO O f 3>3v 73/
Mariaville, X/ 
Mount Desert, V7 /
c ? f 33 30
j f e J7X 0 77
District No. 1
District No. 2
District No. 3
Orland, <SC>3' Jo 3 XfS’ 77 f
Osborn, 7 / 7- /¥ S '
Otis, Y6 X8 Y8 3 7
Penobscot, 7£X 
Sedgwick, 7 VS
7V3 773 7X3
7/8 773 77
Sorrento  ^7 yjr 73 7 ¿kJV/l A wil IV/j
Southwest Harbor, cP 7 
Stonington, X / V 
Sullivan, /0 7
X36 3 7 / Xoy
7SV 3 63 706
70 X /YO 7/
Surry, 0 77 707 /go / o s '
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legislature 
to provide that taxes which a school district 
is authorized to levy may be assessed in any 
cost-sharing formula mutually agreeable to 
the communities involved?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 6
YES NO
■S3
c ? ¿ 78
7 7 Ó " J S 7
¥¿/ XX/
/ é?
J/3  ./ÓX
7fg 7 7 f
cPOS //X
<73 3S
/ f f 9/
3é>o 03/
¿X X6
7777 •7)37
767 87
S7Ÿ / y x
XYé 7 0 £
c033 //y
3 0 <X3
SVY x/ y
S/Y /yx~
/Y 3
Yé ¿ y
/ 7? 7 / ¿
783 7 X
70L 3 3 "
3SV 7S 7
Xé/ 706 
/J 'f 72- 
Jôf 76
Cenerài Election 
November 7, 1978
/ COUNTY OF HANCOCK (Concluded)
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 4
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide for the conven­
ing of the Legislature In December 
following the general election, Instead 
of In January?"
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legislature 
to require the State to reimburse munici­
palities from state tax sources for 
507. of losses caused by property tax 
exemptions and credits enacted after 
April 1, 1978?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 5
TOWNS
YES NO YES NO
Swan’s Island, fO- 3 ? //Ô 30
Tremont, 77>Y 73 f 3/7> Yé
Trenton, /3<3 9¿ /Y7 ¿>Y
Verona, Y3 s /¿3 ¿ 7
Waltham, 3  Y cOf 33 3 3
Winter Harbor, #6 73 7ÓG 317
PLANTATIONS
Great Pond, /3 /Û /7 / /
Long Island, /¿) X T 77 3
a  a  s is 3 SI?/
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legislature 
to provide that taxes which a school district 
Is authorized to levy may be assessed in any 
cost-sharing formula mutually agreeable to 
the communities involved?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 6
YES NO
97 36
J óT 7/
/3 6 7/
777 37
3Y 30
/// 3 3
3/ 3
? 76
8807
y General Election
November 7, 1978
COUNTY OF KENNEBEC
REFERENDUM 
QUESTION ______
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 1
TOWNS
"Shall a bond issue be ratified 
for the purpose set forth In 'AN 
ACT to Authorize a Self-liquidating 
Bond Issue In the Amount of $2,100,000 
to Establish a Dormitory at Northern 
Maine Vocational-Technical Institute,' 
passed by the Second Regular Session 
of the 108th Legislature?"
YES N O _______ ________
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the legisla­
ture to eliminate the office of justice ol 
the peace as a Constitutional office?"
_______ ________I TBS ; NO ]_______
:
Albion, 0o3> Ht 2loo n r
Augusta, 3 9  7 ? 252/ 3 0 /y 27^ 4?
Ward 1
Ward 2
Ward 3
Ward 4
Ward 5
Ward 6
Ward 7
Ward 8
Belgrade, j y y 177 3-2? 302.
Benton, X 3  XI 3 « 3o5
Chelsea, Xz? «2.3? ¿ 3 3 xs?
China, y  3  9 3le/ y/3 3o5
Clinton, 3/ 9 32.7 <=29/ 339
Fanningdale, 030 s*/ 390.
Fayette, /ya ¿¿>y / ¿>y
Gardiner, J3JÔ $97 9/Ô
Ward 1
Ward 2
Ward 3
Ward 4
Ward 5
Ward 6
Ward 6, Precinct 7
Hallowell, ¿e J 9 ■y2 V 5 73 730
Ward 1
Ward 2
Ward 3
Ward 4
Ward 5
Litchfield, 33*/ 507 353 o2 7<J
Manchester, 9 3 V 3/ù 35U s30f
Monmouth, y ^ ? v/r 37?
District No. 1
District No. 2
Mount Vernon, J3S /¿s
Oakland, 7û3 (s5~<? <33?
Pittston,
r
ÔS 3 37/ 32?
W  /
375
Randolph, A.7Ü J?73 <2*95
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 2
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the First 
Regular Session of the 108th Legislature 
to repeal provisions relating to the 
poll tax and to payment In lieu of 
military duty?"
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the First 
Regular Session of the 108th Legislature to 
reduce and combine the guarantee limits for 
the Insurance of enterprises within the State, 
and to make vessels registered In the State 
eligible for such Insurance?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 3
YES NO YES NO
yy? 030 / 2 3
3L9? 2.73 S’ 3 739 / 9 V ^
39? 3 X T  XôX
X7Y 0 77 3 37 XXò
557 517 073 no
yo3 Soy £37
3d?9 517? 3  7S
¿522. 32 ? <3 37 J253
9û y 5/ 75
A2/9 573 '3X7 ¿3 7'S'
55à 357
<535’ o??0
’33?
£¿20 ?7
7^0
33<f'
505
3 3 5
573
¿¿53
3 ^ 3  /?/
'T'O? 3 <^ ScP
*993 4ff
<£¿3 fJL 
33o 9/7 
3<?ó 5155" 
5>3
ôéftéfàl Election
‘'November 7, 1978
COUNTY OF KENNEBEC—(Conduded)
ÎTION
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 1
TOWNS
"Shall a bond Issue be ratified for 
the purpose set forth In 'AN ACT to 
Authorize a Self-liquidating Bond Issue 
in the Amount of $2,100,000 to 
Establish a Dormitory at Northern Maine 
Vocational-Technical Institute,' passed 
by the Second Regular Session of the 
108th Legislature?"
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to eliminate the office of justice of 
the peace as a Constitutional office?"
Readfield,
Rome,
Sidney,
Vassalboro, 
Vienna, 
Waterville, 
Ward 1 
Ward 2
Ward 3 
Ward 4 
Ward 6 
Ward 6 
Ward 7 
Wayne,
West Gardiner,
Windsor,
Winslow,
Winthrop,
YES NO
S">0
4-
oxô 
¿37 
/2Ù3 /V3t
u u 2/
r
-I —
—
YES NO
35~â
s '3
■36-9
399\
o26? a <2057
¿// J2l7
cP93 <293
2b <a
/</?/ / / ¿ /
/0 7Ó
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 2
ill the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the First Regular 
Session of the 108th Legislature to repeal 
provisions relating to the poll tax and to 
payment in lieu of military duty?"
YES
■
/Z^7/^3V7
—
"Shall the Constitution be amended as proposed 
by a resolution of the First Regular Session of 
the 108th Legislature to reduce and combine the 
guarantee limits for the Insurance of enterprises 
within the State, and to make vessels registered 
In the State eligible for such insurance?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO,3 I
NO i------ YES NO
a 39/ / 3 3
1 ...
ÙP /Od 3  ó>
4"" ■ -
~ 275 Mr 3777
r 3^7 &?/ A99<f>
7S- &9 3d
r / 777 <2?d7 7729
—
r
c 2 3 P
5> 3 3 7 733
A/9 2 2 3 /89
99/9 /*7d3 ?/ S
/¿Ô3 Y33
7^387 *
- ’ 14- »
Ôèttôfâl Ëlsetion
November 7, 1978 ✓ 9
COUNTY OF KENNEBEC
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 4— ■- r r - ■> 'r'T" rri ' "Lrir ' 1 ! r ~ '"T" t " ~ "
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide for the con­
vening of the Legislature in December 
following the general election, 
instead of in January?"
TOWNS
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 5
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to require the State to reimburse 
municipalities from state tax sources for 
50% of losses caused by property tax 
exemptions and credits enacted after 
April 1, 1978?"
YES
i---—
NO
Albion, / ? > / ? 7
Augusta, 5 3 7 7 90^ 4
Ward 1
Ward 2
Ward 3
Ward 4
Ward 5
Ward 6
Ward 7
Ward 8
Belgrade, 3<c0 3&X
Benton, äü>9 3/3
Chelsea, 197 3oy
China, 3 v y /
Clinton, £93 3 2 0
Farmingdale, /y<20
Fayette, J /3 /c37
Gardiner, 9  y sì 1/93
Ward 1
Ward 2
Ward 3
Ward 4
Ward 5
Ward 6
Ward 6, Precinct 7
Hallowell, 397
Ward 1
Ward 2
Ward 3
Ward 4
Ward 5
Litchfield, <3 ¿7S’ 331/
Manchester, ç$73l Vd>3
Monmouth, 35 7 ysr?
YES NO
¿ ¿ 7  ill 
>97/ ¿/■‘/f
1
3 7 ^  /97 
3 3 ?  /+r
79s ¿m /
73d /93
¿¿5-0 <3/S"
/X3 S3
s s 7 9  S<fA
Ira'
/eS/
District No. 1 
District No. 2 
Mount Vernon, 
Oakland, 
Pittston, 
Randolph,
/3X /9A
3JÓ 3  q/s
A /7 J ûû
y a r /7 3
y / s S23J
5& a (33b
9 os' jJ ?
Jtc/
T5?
=t=
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 6
K2
4=*
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide that taxes which 
a school district is authorized to levy 
may be assessed in any cost-sharing 
formula mutually agreeable to the 
communities Involved?"
YES NO
¿Y? //3
39*U> 0.03,9
3 9Ù 
3 0 7
s W
yôô
/7&
/V73
/ 7 A
X/û 
/ 7/ 
¿z/ô 
<20? 
¿/s'/ 
3? o 
¿7¿y
4 =
_  i__
Ss-? A /7
TS? ALS-?
SA/ ¿‘S'
?y/
s y /  j/sf
3 / 4  /??
_■ <*• • >
♦ t* r?
’ < . >
Generäl Election
November 7, 1978 COUNTY OF KENNEBEC—(Concluded)
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 4
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide for the con­
vening of the Legislature In December 
following the general election, 
instead of In January?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 5
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to require the State to reimburse 
municipalities from state tax sources for 
50% of losses caused by property tax exempt­
ions and credits enacted after April 1, 
1978?"
TOWNS
YES NO
Readfield, £79 3J/
Rome, 76
Sidney, £52 338
Vassalboro, 5 / 5
Vienna, . 5 3 _ 5 /
Waterville,
Ward 1
Ward 2
Ward 3
Ward 4
Ward 5
Ward 6
Ward 7
Wayne, /3X
West Gardiner, SAO 3 3 7
Windsor, It, 9 3/7 \
Winslow, /399 /&55
Winthrop, 7/0 /¿/f
J'3,983 /%0/6>7
YES
/ / ?
NO
/SJ
/Ô 7
/Û3
6 7/
c?£
£937 /558
£SS 
3/# 0 
3/72 
/73s
/J/0
<PjT
¿207
/S9
à **>*.
" S h a l l  t h e  C o n s t i t u t i o n  b e  am en d ed  
a s  p r o p o s e d  b y  a  r e s o l u t i o n  o f  t h e  
L e g i s l a t u r e  t o  p r o v i d e  t h a t  t a x e s  w h ic h  
a  s c h o o l  d i s t r i c t  I s  a u t h o r i z e d  t o  l e v y  
m ay b e  a s s e s s e d  I n  a n y  c o s t - s h a r i n g  
f o r m u l a  m u t u a l l y  a g r e e a b l e  t o  t h e  
c o m m u n it ie s  I n v o l v e d ? "
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 6
YES NO
9 3
3 ¿3 773
¿>36 3l?3
¿P6 7)^
J2<P?3> /s6G
<?/
37? ¿2/6 
729/ /73 
AS73 9/3L 
//?<? 7/7/
y
ôédéifàl ElêCtiôrt
November 7, 1978
COUNTY OF KNOX
TOWNS
Appleton,
Camden,
Cushing,
Friendship,
Hope,
Precincts 1 
2
Isle au Haut,
North Haven,
Owls Head,
Rockland,
Rockport,
St. George,
South Thoraaston, 
Thomaston,
Union,
Vinalhaven,
Warren,
Washington,
PLANTATION 
Matinicus Isle,
REFERENDUM PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
QUESTION AMENEMENT NO. 1
"Shall a bond Issue be ratified 
for the purpose set forth In 'AN 
ACT to Authorize a Self-liquidating 
Bond Issue In the Amount of $2,100,000 
to Establish a Dormitory at Northern 
Maine Vocational-Technical Institute,' 
passed by the Second Regular Session 
of the 108th Legislature?"
YES NO YES NO
7/S g i 7/
/Ô37  6 70 /P3 bOY
/// /¿>7 /3 8> 97
=2 6é> 7/3 / ff /Sï>
/3JL 73 7 /ûS /30
J6 /7 /S
? ¿6 7& é f
3/2- JS3 333
//V 73'/ Yôô 3Y 3
S ?3  3 S 7 s & r 3 3  Y
¥Yf 237
■Y&3 /32- OôÔ /S2>
¥77 3/3 Y7/ 3 v y
3/ P37/ S/SL
7fJ /PP /YO
3  ¥7 3/3 JYé 3 3 /
7/7 //y /3é>
/£ /Y /é
3337 VO31 <SYoi
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to eliminate the office of justice of 
the peace as a Constitutional office?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENEMENT NO. 2
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the First 
Regular Session of the 108th Legislature 
to repeal provisions relating to the 
poll tax and to payment in lieu of 
military duty?"
YES NO
/¿>e 73
/ôéY S ¥3
/37 73^
/fS /JY
/YO /¿>3
/ 7 7
73e
3 3 0 /7jT
Y ¿3 7 3 8
S / 3 JYjT '
7777 J 3 3
/72- /¿>e
¥S2- 070
3Sé /SP
/93 / 3 f
3Pé> / ¿è
/Yô //7
/P ?
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the First Regular 
Session of the 108th Legislature to reduce 
and combine the guarantee limits for the 
insurance of enterprises within the State, 
and to make vessels registered in the State 
eligible for such insurance?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 3
YES NO
/ / f f S j7
77/7 ///
U P 3-7
233 u
/SJ
3 Y
7 7 Y/
3 6 ? /YP
/// O
éSS 33 ô
VU / ¿J ^
3 3 7 é f
¥77 J 77
3 2 ¥  / 3 y
J 33- 82-
•Y/S ' ô>7>2-
/é¥ 70
36 SL
¿>'iîS
Cenerai Election
' November 7, 1978 COUNTY OF KNOX
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONA] 
AMENDMENT NO. 4
L PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENEMENT NO. 5
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide for the con­
vening of the Legislature In December 
following the general election, 
instead of in January?"
TOWNS
____  YES »  i_______ ________
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to require the State to reimburse 
municipalities from state tax sources for 
50% of losses caused by property tax 
exemptions and credits enacted after 
April 1, 1978?"
[ . ( YES j NO 1 ____
Appleton, y 83 /M S 7
Camden, 7M- 7383^ 3'DjT
Cushing, /US' <87 /j y 7 7
Friendship, /& $ 778 a2J A / / /
Hope, /  /_? /D8 7 ¿7 U
Precincts 1
2
Isle au Haut, <=2/ s ' <3/ 3
North Haven, £8 Si /¿>Y 3?
Owls Head, <=28/ 3i f 77 y
Rockland, fââ $33 7/3# S73^
Rockport, SS3 368 S?S 300
St. George, 383- J 77 783 /¿o
South Thomaston, 788 S3 Y 83"
Thomaston, 3 73 37Y 376
Union, 36/ c737 3 3 7 /5~9
Vinalhaven, Db 730 jryo 7 7
Warren, 3D 6 333. 77/ 7?S
Washington, /£ / / ¿ / /fé 6 7
PLANTATION
Matinicus Isle, <2/ ? 37
5/97 V3X5 67SI <P°!/3
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide that taxes which 
a school district Is authorized to levy 
may be assessed In any cost-sharing 
formula mutually agreeable to the 
communities Involved?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENEMENT NO. 6
YES NO
73? 7 7
777# y /f
777
33~/ fJ-
/6s 8?
3Ô 3T
/âé 3 7
38? 73^3
/¿>87 JT6?
<273¿37
7JTé
333 73-
33? 3>J7
3 ? ?
J37
7/7
80
773' ¿7
3Ô /
¿¿■52- »55 7
P  ôèhéfâl EléCtlôû
November 7, 1978
COUNTY OF LINCOLN
REFERENDUM
QUESTION
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 1
"Shall a bond issue be ratified 
for the purpose set forth in 'AN 
ACT to Authorize a Self-liquidating 
Bond Issue In the Amount of $2,100,000 
to Establish a Dormitory at Northern 
Maine Vocational-Technical Institute,' 
passed by the Second Regular Session 
of the 108th Legislature?"
TOW NS
YES NO ■_______ ________
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to eliminate the office of justice 
of the peace as a Constitutional office?"
_______ _______ J__YES NO
Aina, J02 700 97
Boothbay, SOS <272 739 ¿07/
Boothbay H arbor, SO 7 33# S30 327
Bremen, /yy 92 9/2 //O
Bristol, SJ 9 3# ? V7S 39c2
D am ariscotta, /37
¡99
e237 1/20 c27S
Dresden, /29 /go 932
Edgecom b, c30& //6 70? 7//
Jefferson, 319 2S/ 30/ 2//
Newcastle, SSO 7?3
¿SO
3O0 2/0
Nobleboro, 0190 <20 7 ¿/S'
Somerville, <09 SO 3/ SS
South Bristol, <26/ 727 203 7/2
Southport, /90 /// / 70 702
W aldoboro, S60 SOS s?/
W estport, 9/ 73 77 7 7
W hitefield, a s7 /9Ô ¿203 22-3
W iscasset, 3# 2 370 S02 /23
PLANTATION
M onhegan, 72 ¿9 /s
5 1 3 /  3 W sS/)99
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 2
"Shall the Constitution be amended
as proposed by a resolution of the First 
Regular Session of the 108th Legislature 
to repeal provisions relating to the 
poll tax and to payment in lieu of 
military duty?"
YES NO
//#
170? O 2/7r
SS3
723 99
SO# 3/7
7/6 2//
/92 93
797 ///
23# 23S
3/9# /?s
<2#/
2 S
2/2
/3
237 739
7# 7 S#
2/0 /OS
go SOL
2/3 777
SSO 333
3 7 //
tS 3 i9 3 i/ e
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the First Regular 
Session of the 108th Legislature to reduce 
and combine the guarantee limits for the 
Insurance of enterprises within the State, 
and to make vessels registered In the State 
eligible for such insurance?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 3
YES NO
02 7
S/7 /6>0
S&7 <22/
7 /3 ¿73
3 /0 20>/
/ 3? 773
222 7 S
20 3 P S '
320 /o>7
3 7 7
307 771/
3 7 3 2
s s s <97
2 0 / ¿7(7
07#/ 3 2S
99 so>
7  73 sS3
S S /
3<7
s??o  a r é f
JôêAètàl Election
November 7, 1978
COUNTY OF LINCOLN
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENEMENT NO. 4
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENEMENT NO. 5
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legislature 
to provide for the convening of the Legisla­
ture in December following the general 
election, Instead of in January?"
TOWNS
YES NO
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to require the State to 
reimburse municipalities from state 
tax sources for 50% of losses caused 
by property tax exemptions and crediti 
enacted after April 1, 1978?"
______ 1.....  - L. Y »  1 «tt 1______
!
Aina, 9st /03 /3V ¿e /
Boothbay, V/£ 3£0 5 3 ? /7£
Boothbay Harbor, V3b •?<.3é> 33? £//>
Bremen, j£7 /S3 5S
Bristol, V3/ 3 7 / S3?
D am ariscotta, 3£/ 3<P£ 7SÛ ///
Dresden, /S3 /¿y £<?/> 77
Edgecom b, /SS Jiff / £37 7<?
Jefferson, £<k/ 33? 3SA /7b
Newcastle, MO 3b 3 y<3/
Nobleboro, £/si 39/ 3£V / 7 ?
Somerville, 3/ 39 SS
South Bristol, /P2 /70 £7/ cŸ7
Southport, m s /3V /9y 7?
W aldoboro, SS 9 SbSi 7S3 3S ?
W estport, 73 25 //& VS
W hitefield, J77 s s ? £90 yV£
W iscasset, V/e>2 v s ? S£S £7/
PLANTATION
M onhegan, JU
l>3 OS
t
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide that taxes which 
a school district Is authorized to levy 
may be assessed In any cost-sharing 
formula mutually agreeable to the 
conmunltles involved?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENEMENT NO. 6
YES NO
/70 Ô 5
337
¿Pô/
S 3  
ss. 7
53
3 W £7?
7S7 7/3
c3/7 77
M 2 ?/
3 3 ? /?y
373
3/y
y<70 
y 73
<92 S?
£6? ??
bio¿9 75
7b£ 335
/¿>s
y?3
¿¿>? 355
VS ¿5
¿= 2 / 7  A f t r
General Election
November 7, 1978 COUNTY OF OXFORD
REFERENDUM
QUESTION f_______ _______ PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT NO. 1
"Shall a bond Issue be ratified 
for the purpose set forth in 'AN 
ACT to Authorize a Self-liquidating 
Bond Issue in the Amount of $2,100,000 
to Establish a Dormitory at Northern 
Maine Vocational-Technical Institute,' 
passed by the Second Regular Session 
of the 108th Legislature?"
TOWNS
"Shall the Constitution be amended ai 
proposed by a resolution of the Leglsla 
ture to eliminate the office of justice 
of the peace as a Constitutional office
YES NO YES NO
Andover, /V/ /35 JV0 y£9
Bethel, 2?9 533 903
Brownfield, yo zd 7/
Buckfield, c0/3 jV 5 y 7 7 7ó5
Byron, J G 325 / ? o2/
Canton, / 3l 3 /o?y /<£</
Denmark, ì Q / //! J/X //o
Dixfield, 3  7 7 33 £ 392 <S9P
Fryeburg, <//<? 3/9 3551 3 3 9
Gilead, /7 3 5 *35
Greenwood, J33- 13 /20 70s
Hanover, 9 9 0,1 ¿ ,5
Hartford, u y 5 5 5 5 55L
Hebron, / 3V 77 /23 3/
Hiram, /W 90 //(, //7
Lovell, L21 /iT 3
Mexico, 53? 0,7/) 53/)
Newry, 5 G 33 ¿7/ 5 7
Norway, 573 31? 590 399
Otisfield, /7/ /?/ . 7 5 5 751
Oxford, jyy 331/ 3 2 V
Paris, 77Ô 5 7 3 735. 5 9 9
Peru, / If J95' //jr 71Ô
Porter, /VO <P6> / s y /¿>&
Roxbury, 57L 53. 5 0 9 3
Rumford, 1531 y£7<P. /5ò~9 y/7ó
Stoneham, ¿/3 5 e/ 99 5 5
Stow, 90 35 3  9 9o)
Sumner, /0V y o0 17
Sweden, 3 ? 3b 3 1 3 9
Upton, /o J3 A0 / o
Waterford, /Vf 7/05 063L
West Paris, /!/ J79 /?3 / 73
Woodstock, JO 7 jJ7 J3 7 / y y
PLANTATIONS
Lincoln, % 3 y 5,
Magalloway, 7 ? ? y _ 2
7? S3 77Z2
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 2
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the First 
Regular Session of the 108th Legislature 
to repeal provisions relating to the 
poll tax and to payment In lieu of 
military duty?"
YES NO
ys 6 /¿>S
5 ^ 9 337
7/ 5/
7l7e> 793
<53 /J>
/3ó y ¿9
733. 9 3
3 9 5 5 7 3
997 553
30
/¿LcZ. 73
79 5 3
531 5 3
757 73
7 /0<3
7s7 17
5<t5 ' 522
39
59/ 35/
773 033
3 5 9 562
732 y y p
7 7 5 79 G
733 12.
5 l 96
7553 7*76
9 5 3 9
3 7 39)
y/V 1 5
3 9 30.
9 70)
/93 y v 7
Jl5 75/)
/5yz 7/7
5 ¿e
7 3 7 3
go/f
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the First Regular 
Session of the 108th Legislature to reduce 
and combine the guarantee limits for the 
Insurance of enterprises within the State, 
and to make vessels registered In the State 
eligible for such insurance?"
PROPOSED CONSTIUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 3
YES NO
/55 9 7
<9,0 ? 263
/ / 5 3
<079 733)
3  3 75*
757 7 3
/3? 3?3
9/3 230,
/9y*
2P9, /<r
72 <P 7<?
<732, 73
3 7 39
773 7 7
y 6/
/ 5 3 3 7
é>9ï 735
y -r 357
y  or 7  793
/ fé ?7
30)9 3P& 
79 y  773 
/23
3() 5*6*
r  S’y s'
53 97
73L /?
yy<P 9?
93 5/
72 7
7?y 77/
779
76 9 99
¿s 5^
9 37
lf0> /0p9,976
\ ôêAèrâl Election
November 7, 1978
COUNTY OF OXFORD
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 4
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 5
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to provide for the convening of 
the Legislature in December following 
the general election, instead of in 
January?"
TOWNS
YES NO
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to require the State to reimburse 
municipalities from state tax sources for 
50% of losses caused by property tax 
exemptions and credits enacted after 
April 1, 1978?"
YES NO
Andover, /3S> 73 9 7 3 3 75
Bethel, SSO 3739
Brownfield, 77 /¿Y
Buckfield, /SO '9/ 53/, 9 7
Byron, /s 3 ? /Ô
Canton, ///, 7 0 9 770 &/
Denmark, /ÔÛ /¿¿S' 700 S~5
Dixfield, SSO 339 ST'S 773
Fryeburg, 370 3/3 S77> 797
Gilead, SO ¿7/
Greenwood, //o X? 7 5 3 30
Hanover, 73 so 70 3 3 ?
Hartford, SSI s s j ? /
Hebron, 9£ / /  7 7770 v y
Hiram, US' //(j 7 7 / s  f
Lovell, i/SL /sa /9 V v y
Mexico, sos S 5 9 3/7 3 5 3
Newry, 37 3 9 ¿>Y
Norway, 3 9 9 S3 7 S3 3 3 7  Y
Otisfield, U S' /£/ jy s - 33
Oxford, 377 333 77?
Paris, 5 9 5 S8 ? 355*
Peru, J5J <07 3. SYS 7/3
Porter, /ÔÛ ;£S /i y 53
Roxbury, U7 s f 70 3  7
Rumford, /V5/ 7073 7 / 7 / rod
Stoneham, sa 0 (f S 7
Stow, 3ù 30 7V
Sumner, /OS 9 s /3S /¿y
70Sweden, V 0 3 / 5 3
Upton, / 0 /O /7 p
Waterford, ) s % / 73 cM7 70S
West Paris, /¿V tv s ' 7ZS3
Woodstock, /Y2 £ 0 3 0 7
PLANTATIONS
Lincoln, /o & 70 y
Magalloway,
¿i IS 70 s '
I 7û?Y i9?57  ,3^50/ / / '
j m * *> *
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 6
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the Legis­
lature to provide that taxes which a 
school district is authorized to levy may 
be assessed in any cost-sharing formula 
mutually agreeable to the comnunitles 
involved?"
YES NO
773 7 /
¿,30 3 3 /
/OJ y/
330 93
30 73
So<? S ?
7 ? 7 5 3
VS? 7?7
3 t>5 5/03
33. /S’
757 7 7
7 0  y
? 3 33
770 S 3
/¿f ¿f 73
3 ?
?/S ¿ ¿ Z
<£><? <£/
<733 3 7 ?
373 ?é
7^ 3 373
790 305
¿7 / 7 /S?
75~3 5 7
OS' 30
/7s7 7/5
S Y 7 5
5 ^ 77?
y  3  y  /
3 3 / 7
7 3 7
773
<39? 7 7
7P5 P3
¿7 y
y 7*j7
/ ¿¿Y
y?- •f ** 7*
General Election
V November 7, 1978 COUNTY OF PENOBSCOT r
REFERENDUM
QUESTION
"Shall a bond
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 1
Issue be ratified
for the purpose set forth In 'AN 
ACT to Authorize a Self-liquidating 
Bond Issue In the Amount of $2,100,000 
to Establish a Dormitory at Northern 
Maine Vocational-Technical Institute,' 
passed by the Second Regular Session
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to eliminate the office of justice of 
the peace as a Constitutional office?"
YES NO
Alton, SS y?
Bangor, 583/
District 1
Precincts 1
«
2
District 2
Precincts 1
2
Precincts 1 
2
District 4 
Precincts 1 
2
District 5 
Precincts 1 
2
Bradford, ?9 / / /
Bradley, JL/O /39
Brewer, 2/yx //SÍ
W ard 1
Ward 2
Ward 3
W ard 4
Ward 5
W ard 6
Burlington, 3 9 SO
Carmel, £(¡>9 /Fit
Charleston, 109 7 7
Chester, 3 ? SO
Clifton, s s b>9
Corinna, âSle
Corinth, /FT-
Dexter, o v s YYá
Dixmont, u ? %3
East Millinocket, 993 V<£3
Eddington, 3XO 779
Edinburg, J5" /(,
Enfield, /bb
Etna, 9/ ? 7
Exeter, /OS 5 7
Garland, 79 / of
Glenburn, 3 3 S' <270
--------j . _ __ _ _ 1
YES NO
y<2 52
5/6? 3 .2 3 7 - I
3/ SO
J?e23 51//
9 /
3S y /
S3 ¿ > y
<5>S 0 3SS~
S03 /9Í
6tS ¿773
9 s
V/Û
3*3 ¿90
7V 74
/3b /93
? s 2 ?
2 9 J 7
77 9¥
¿?9S
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 2
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the First 
Regular Session of the 108th Legislature 
to repeal provisions relating to the 
poll tax and to payment In lieu of 
military duty?"
YES NO
SJi 38
9b 2b 
/9s /2J
¿Ó3¿ /Ô7S
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 3 X
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the First 
Regular Session of the 108th Legislature to 
reduce and combine the guarantee limits for 
the Insurance of enterprises within the State, 
and to make vessels registered in the State 
eligible for such Insurance?"
YES NO
S3
/OÖ O Ÿ
J / fS  P33
7 7 3 7
S 7 7
/oS Cr?
SS
70 so
SS b <2/f
/s7
030 V/P
?û 3 7
500 353
37/ ¿ y f
/b /Si
/o y SS6
3 3
SO S ?
/o 7 7/
£ 7 7 cZ 73
Sá ¿2-5"
? ?
3/
7S YS
¿>Y/ / X ?
6 >?y 3 / 7  
//£>
/<r<¿
3 3  3 '
//ó / jir
/ o /  -53"
/as-
353 ¿2 0 /
** « y
• ■*•''*•* 77
h General Election
y  November 7, 1978
COUNTY OF PENOBSCOT (Continued)
REFERENDUM
QUESTION
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 1 [ __
"Shall a bond issue b< 
for the purpose set fortl 
ACT to Authorize a Self-! 
Bond Issue in the Amount 
to Establish a Dormitory
e ratified 
It in 'AN 
Liquidating 
of $2,100,000 
at Northern
I
(
1
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
»roposed by a resolution of the Leglsla- 
:ure to eliminate the office of justice of 
:he peace as a Constitutional office?"
Maine Vocational-Technical Institute,' 
passed by the Second Regular Session 
of the 108th Legislature?"
TOWNS
YES NO YES NO
Greenbush, 74 u / 770
Greenfield, i? lût 17 /?
Hampden, I/ô8 023 70322 2 7 4
Hermon, 4?o 3 8 7 4 3 ? 3 f2
Holden, 3 2 2 322? 3 3 3
Howland, 22/7 y ï8 770) ¿>02
Hudson, 78 7/ 2  4 8 8
Indian Island Voting 
District. 74 30 3 7 0 4
Kenduskeag, 97 /?2 7/7
Lagrange, S7 3 3 3 9 4 4
Lee, 9 8 8/ ?2T
Levant, /3~2> 7S21 72/ 7 3 4
Lincoln, 7 4 ? 2>/c>3 7 2 ? 700
Lowell, 3 / '9 (77 2)2
Mattawamkeag, 70 0 //fiZL 7 0 4 y37
Maxfield, ¿JL 3 ¿r ?
Medway, 770) 737 7 2 7
Milford, 309 232 3 2 4 <373
Millinocket, 149/ 707/ 732? 7/72L
Newburgh, 942 730 733 73??
Newport, 430 382 432 372
Old Town, tit,? 702)0 72/2 //<74
Ward 1
Ward 2
Ward 3
Ward 4
Ward 5
Ward 6
Orono, 7)00? 773 722 7 / 0 0 4
Ward 1
Ward 2
Orrington, 0> 8¿p 44*7 ¿6>7 4321
Passadumkeag, 99
r
47 32
Patten, / ¿ J 2 7 4 ? 7 4 ? 7 3 8
Plymouth, T9 7/0 87 707
Springfield, 39 42 4 4 3S~
Stacyville, 29 S¿4 29 S 4
Stetson, yô 22 2  O 2  2
Veazie, 44/ 22/ 332 2)43
Winn, 28 S 2 2p3> 2ô
Woodville, ¿24 ¿ 9 7?
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 2
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the First 
Regular Session of the 108th Legislature 
to repeal provisions relating to the 
poll tax and to payment in lieu of 
military duty?"
YES
/ / /
NO
32
72
7773 S 3?
473 33 2
482 3 2 ?
748
2>? 7?
*77 4S
743 /¿>y
84 48
82 87
7 *S s£3
jf /r 
/¿6>
6  ?
/ ¿3  ¿30
33-T ¿233
yro? /a/?
/ô’ï J>7
333 s/3
/¿?3 /ÛÛ/
//S? OS/l
0>#9 373
73  ¿C3
/¿i> ¿P //¿p  
/<?/ 7 ?
73 3 if
¿fiV 33l
6 o
VÛ3 3// 
¿rO ¥? 
39 /6
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the First 
Regular Session of the 108th Legislature to 
reduce and combine the guarantee limits for 
the Insurance of enterprises within the State, 
and to make vessels registered in the State 
eligible for such insurance?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 3
YES NO
777 72
2)3 8
7737 443
S 77 223?
333) <=248
27 3 S 7°) 2
87
s s ' 322
73? 7)2
3 4 7 4 '
9 ? 72?
7?0 9 8
7232 47/
2)4 /S'
/32 72
9 s '
7 2 8  72)3
324 773^
7584 877
7720 4 7
S/7
722? 732
77? 7 4 2 8
7*77 2294
SO 3 ?
7 7 3 972
732 S>7
¿82 2)7
73 92
7<4 s 7
4477S  3
8 7
3  3 /O
^Cenerai Election
'November 7, 1978 COUNTY OF PENOBSCOT-(Concluded)
TOWNS
REFERENDUM
ftn—TTllM
"Shall a bond Issue be ratified 
for the purpose set forth In 'AN 
ACT to Authorize a Self-liquidating 
Bond Issue In the Amount of $2,100,000 
to Establish a Dormitory at Northern 
Maine Vocational-Technical Institute,' 
passed by the Second Regular Session 
of the 108th Legislature?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 1
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to eliminate the office of justice of 
the peace as a Constitutional office?"
YES 1 N0 YES NO
PLANTATIONS
Carroll, /? A/
Drew, _ r _ \ 7 \ 3
Grand Falls, ___ z _ _ £ 3
Lakeville, [_Z_J ! y 9
Mount Chase, PS AS 3>y
Prentiss, P ? sV 3 5 '
Prentiss, Kingman District,
Seboei8, LSl □ ¿ J 7/
Webster, 3 _ ; 2 y r
PROPOSED CONSTITUTI0NAI 
AMENDMENT NO. 2
* PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 3
.11 the Constitution be amended as 
id by a resolution of the First 
Session of the 108th Legislature 
al provisions relating to the x and to payment in lieu of 
y duty?"
YES NO _______________
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the First 
Regular Session of the 108th Legislature to 
reduce and combine the guarantee limits for 
the insurance of enterprises within the State, 
and to make vessels registered in the State 
eligible for such insurance?"
_______ ________1 YES 1 M0 1_______ ____________
yy Z
j 5~ y¿> <3
—
____
3
1 - ^
S'
¿2 y y.Z.
33 3JL 33
S¿) \ 3 /SI —
P S'
139 /S. 757> 4¿ysa? r-yr--- -/ --
yß «t*yy
I
Uôértétâl Election
*lteveœber 7, 1978
H COUNTY OF PENOBSCOT
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 4
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide for the con­
vening of the Legislature in December 
following the general election, instead 
of in January?"
TOWNS
Alton, 
Bangor, 
District 1
Precincts 1
2
District 2 
Precincts 1 
2
District 3 
Precincts 1 
2
District 4 
Precincts 1 
2
District 5 
Precincts 1 
2
Bradford,
Bradley,
Brewer,
Ward 1 
Ward 2 
Ward 3 
Ward 4 
Ward 5 
Ward 6 
Burlington, 
Carmel, 
Charleston, 
Chester,
Clifton,
Corinna,
Corinth,
Dexter,
Dixmont,
East Millinocket,
Eddington,
Edinburg,
Enfield,
Etna,
Exeter,
Garland,
Glenburn,
I . ^
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 5
"Shall Che Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to require the State to reimburse 
municipalities from state tax sources for 
50% of losses caused by property tax 
exemptions and credits enacted after 
April 1, 1978?"
YES NO
1------ L_fll----
5 ~/
SJ/ 9 3 J9 /
YES NO
76
107 77
19 S UH 
V /333
-—  — --- 1'
VO VÛ
/?£
7 9
3 9 9 3
0 / ¿p 0
3/37
<QO (f JOX
Is 9 / /SS
1/3-
V 7? w
33SL ¿¡7&
/ 6 ¡3
179 /VO
9 9
//)9 S 7
¡0/ id
337 £V3
/39 ¿>o
<3/9 9 3
SÔ
//S'
£ 7  £ 7
$ 3 ■vo
3 7 7 /7c7
3/0/
7SS
/33 oV
3Û3
v o z
o/óL ¿P
3O 0 /SUI
/0/ç> ¿*3
//O V f
/û/ <TA
373. a/s
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 6
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legislature 
to provide that taxes which a school district 
is authorized to levy may be assessed in any 
cost-sharing formula mutually agreeable to 
the communities involved?"
YES NO
O f
S 79S cÿeS?àtS~
-
/®2/ 0 7
l/ 9ô
Ÿ7û
-76 30
<79/ 77#
77/ 3 3
y s 3<f
97 3 /
3 /7 /7<7
o7/3 9 7
700 337
73/ S 3
SV 7 <79/?
vso /P3
30 7
77? /33
//O
s/O -/ /
//Ó S3
31*? wad
- *►*<*'* »■--!" 
■' ( . I
Cenerai Election
November 7, 1978
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 4 AMENDMENT NO. 5
"Shall the Constitution be amended "Shall the Constitution be amended
as proposed by a resolution of the Legis- as proposed by a resolution of the
lature to provide for the convening of the Legislature to require the State to
Legislature In December following the . reimburse municipalities from state
general election, Instead of In January?" tax sources for 50% of losses caused
by property tax exemptions and credits 
enacted after April 1, 1978?"
TOWNS
COUNTY OF PENOBSCOT (Continued)
YES NO YES NO
Greenbush, /ÛY 7J7
Greenfield, 5U <24 //
Hampden, //>/</ bC,0 70/3 7  7 Y
Hermon, 3 /9 56>/ 3 /5
Holden, 5 0 7
— /  
5 0 / 3/9
Howland, 53 9 773 5753 //<?
Hudson, 754 7^ 99 5 /Indian Island Voting
nktriri. /Y? V? 5 7 3 4
Kenduskeag, /s# 9 7
’
7b5 y y
Lagrange, 5b S'/ 7 9 3o
Lee, 33 £2 //Si 6?y
Levant, /b 3 7c0 7 /<?/ /O/L
Lincoln, 57b ?7S~ *ra7
Lowell, 0 5 /9 37 3
Mattawamkeag, /V3 7 / 7b / 7 9
Maxfield, ? 7 9
Medway, /Ù7 /JO /99 7 7 /
Milford. 352. <7/5 393 y 70
Millinocket, J377 /SSO 9SÔ
Newburgh, /¿s 93 773 <37
Newport, W ? ’ 337 5777 <25"/
Old Town, 7033 7737 947
Ward 1
Ward 2
Ward 3
Ward 4
Ward 5
Ward 6
Orono, /099 37 7 /SJÔ 94/
Ward 1
Ward 2
Orrington, u> 85 4 M 3 3 7
Passadumkeag, SO 9 3 b>0 30
Patten, !?£ /OÔ 7ÎÔ /Ô2L
Plymouth,
/ / /
V ?
73 779 4 7
Springfield, 3/ 57 3 3
Stacyville, ¿,8 V 7 yy 3 4
Stetson, ü>8 b! 7b 4 9
Veazie, 3 ? 7 05/ 705 <7/9
Winn, 73 4? Ÿ/ 3 3
Woodville, 5 / 3 7 /7>
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legislature 
to provide that taxes which a school district 
Is authorized to levy may be assessed in any 
cost-sharing formula mutually agreeable to 
the communities Involved?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 6
YES
/0 7
NO
£ô
3 4 70
yso'ô 437
44/ 5270
479 7 5 7
<5233 7/7
93. 57
4?
/7b
^  r 
¿¿>0
33 /<?
/3S 55L
/9 7 7?
973 433
3s /S'
//b 7?
// 7
7 3 7
370
/59/
/ /S 7
7951
3/3
/7b 74
3/7
A773
¿?/<r
97b
52470 573
4
747 3 /3
6?4 2?
79/ 3/7
/J?0 bb
5 7 52b
70 4 b
3b 40
9/3 /<F3
33
3a /  5
j\ùèAèVAl Election
V November 7, 1978 COUNTY OF PENOBSCOT—(Concluded)
TOWNS
proposed by 
ilature 
Of
1 the Constitution 
a résolut! 
to provide 
the Legislature 
the general el
NO. 4
I
LI the 
by a 
require 
titles
50% of’
and
April 1, 1978?"
the State 
from state 
ed by 
Credits
—
LI the Constitut 
by a resolution
district Is authorized to
assesi cost-in any
mutually agreeable to the 
Involved?"
ture
ties
PLANTATIONS
Carroll, A3 £6, 9 /V
Drew, 3 X // /
Grand Falls, / y
Lakeville,
ù 7 ts ¿p ¿> As
Mount Chase, I_______ 2 7 /? 77 ¿A?
Prentiss, 39 3 ? 3 3
r “ '
Prentiss, Kingman Distri
t z
V
Seboeis, _______ L x — / / y — —
Webster, J T 7 c i 5 S ’ 7
—
1----------------------------
• 1 "
/$<oo7 G 2$<?<rsA3 <7 AS
t -l- " " 1 -
¿<£¿,75
*
— —
L_
..
J_______ i
________
L_________  __ 1________
________ _______ -
L — _______
.
i
!
__
'
„•» *
General Election
November 7, 1978 COUNTY OF PISCATAQUIS
REFERENDUM
QUESTION
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 1
"Shall a bond Issue be ratified 
for the purpose set forth In 'AN 
ACT to Authorize a Self-liquidating 
Bond Issue In the Amount of $2,100,000 
to Establish a Dormitory at Northern 
Maine Vocational-Technical Institute,' 
passed by the Second Regular Session 
of the 108th Legislature?"
TOWNS
YES NO j_______ ________
"Shall the Constitution be amended ai 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla' 
ture to eliminate the office of justice 
of the peace as a Constitutional office
_______ _______  YES NO
Abbot, /oo 97 77
Atkinson, 3 â 37
Beaver Cove, JLÌ jS ¿7 70
Bowerbank, S y y 0, 72
Brownville, 209 29ù <7137 270
District 1
District 2
Dover-Foxcroft, F27 Isis Ifi 23/ 027
Greenville, ■397 30 ! 300, M F
Guilford, 3J/ ¿77
Medford, 5 3 /7 /0 77
Milo, 709 39? y / y 339
Monson, /SIS' 97, ?9 707
Parkman, 59 03 s?
Sangerville, /7? S<? /or? 770
Sebec, FF p y 99 fO
Shirley, ¿S3 vs S S 30
Wellington, A? SF 2/ 30
Willimantic, A/ 30 30 M
PLANTATIONS
Barnard, 7 F 7 7
Blanchard, 73 /7 SO 7/
Elliottsville, 77 7 /j
Kingsbury, £ 7
Lake View, 9 /O 77 7
3903 M 7 S  ¿ Y ?3
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 2
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the First 
Regular Session of the 108th Legislature 
to repeal provisions relating to the 
poll tax and to payment In lieu of 
military duty?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 3
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the First Regular 
Session of the 108th Legislature to reduce 
and combine the guarantee limits for the 
Insurance of enterprises within the State, 
and to make vessels registered In the State 
eligible for such Insurance?"
YES NO
? y 30
39 SF
3/ 9
S
SO? 2/9
PS2 S S ?
370
370
AO
<773
2/)/
70
-772 337
7/7 9/
07 S2
7 7 3 73?
9 7 0>77
sry
30
2 S
79
29
?
72 9
77
7
/3
7
s
<0
YES NO
707 S2
OF
30 3
7 so
SP7 /S<r
9 9 ? SO?3
772 79/
32? /tS
<27 70
797 307
727 7/
37 7/
7? 7  //F
727 57
77 30
¿¿S' AH
3 7 /A
s 9
// y
3> —
77 3
30*3 3.1 i 3 3ÜS3
General Election COUNTY OF PISCATAQUIS
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 4
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENEMENT NO. 5
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide for the con­
vening of the Legislature In December 
following the general election, 
Instead of In January?"
TOWNS
YES NO
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to require the State to reimburse 
municipalities from state tax sources for 
50% of losses caused by property tax 
exemptions and credits enacted after 
April 1, 1978?"
_______ 1 YES NO
Abbot, /03 6
3 3
co3
Atkinson, 33 v s <33
Beaver Cove, J s / 7 313 73.
Bowerbank, 7 yo yy 7
Brownville, as? 5 3 7 3<aV ¿73
District 1
District 2
Dover-Foxcroft, ?/(m 6 5 7 $3(j S7$
Greenville, <3 9v 030 Y07 cOOÛ
Guilford, 30 3 030 3V7 ¿30
Medford, as" yy ¿a
Milo, SYO 3 S 9 S7>0 3 SO
Monson, //o yoV 7 Y a 70
Parkman, 6 / S9 33 3 0
Sangerville, JSS ys9 77>?
Sebec, 9? 6 7 99 09
Shirley, sa 30. SSL 33L
Wellington, a7 39 yy
Willimantic, of 3 V 37
PLANTATIONS
Barnard, Cp y P V
Blanchard, ¿Y ¿V c2Y
Elliottsville, /Ô ¿0 93 3
Kingsbury, O ¿jp
Lake View, Jù ? yo 3
MS? •23 3'i 33 77 1933
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide that taxes 
which a school district Is authorized 
to levy may be assessed In any cost­
sharing formula mutually agreeable 
to the communities Involved?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 6
YES NO
¿¿a ¿j> s
7 /
37 ¿o
// y
3 o S ¿S3
9oy w /
Yoy ¿9.*?
3 7 S ¿y Y 
9
37S 30 S
739 03
73 V3
<3.0 3 /a y
/¿>? S3
sro 0 3
cT.3 327
30 ¿y
9 ■y
sty
//
0>
//
3S0ù>
?
7
COUNTY OF SAGADAHOC
REFERENDUM
QUESTION pEo» m ™ î ioNAi
TOWNS
"Shall a bond Issue be ratified 
for the purpose set forth In 'AN 
ACT to Authorize a Self-liquidating 
Bond Issue in the Amount of $2,100,000 
to Establish a Dormitory at Northern 
Maine Vocational-Technical Institute,' 
passed by the Second Regular Session 
of the 108th Legislature?"
]_______ 1 yes no 1_______ ________j
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to eliminate the office of justice 
of the peace as a Constitutional office?"
»
_______ YES NO 1
Arrowsic, 3/ 79 53
Bath, /¿,6? /Ô7Ù /577 /303
Ward 1
Ward 2
Ward 3
Ward 4
Ward 5
Ward 6
Ward 7
Bowdoin, ¿ 7 3 /5A /ô'â /73
Bowdoinham, '33 5' 513/ £5\3
Georgetown, ¿32 J73
Phippsburg, c£/ /9f <£/3 /<??
Richmond, 332 59/ 359
Topsham, JOOle 355 737 6> 7oL
West Bath, ¿S3 500 /97
Woolwich, ¿19¿e 353 577
VÌA? y 5777/
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 2
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the First 
Regular Session of the 108th Legislature 
to repeal provisions relating to the 
poll tax and to payment In lieu of 
military duty?"
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the First Regular 
Session of the 108th Legislature to reduce 
and combine the guarantee limits for the 
insurance of enterprises within the State, 
and to make vessels registered In the State 
eligible for such Insurance?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 3
YES NO
33 33
75V /33
3 3 3 555.
/9<Z ///
¿273
357 553'
9of 353
/5?
576
ysf5 59/3
YES NO
773
337
¿¿/3~
¿¿pa
voy
/¿¿là,
33/
7ôô
35 /
/9/L
<&//
VOS'
/Pf
3 0 3 3 3 ,3  7 5
• y* l/’f "
General Election
November 7, 1978 COUNTY OF SAGADAHOC
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 4
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide for the con­
vening of the Legislature in December 
following the general election, 
instead of in January?"
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to require the State to reimburse 
municipalities from state tax sources for 
50% of losses caused by property tax 
exemptions and credits enacted after 
April 1, 1978?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 5
TOWNS
YES NO YES NO
Arrowsic, <77 73 37
Bath, J3ù>U /3 7/ <773
Ward 1
Ward 2
Ward 3
Ward 4
Ward 5
Ward 6
Ward 7
Bowdoin, J39 / / y £/ô //V
Bowdoinham, 7£9 7<ZÔ
Georgetown, 7*77 ML 7 7
Phippsburg, J9ù _] £0ô ¿77 /5-y
Richmond, ¿190 77/ M
Topsham, 737 /Ô7Ç> 737
West Bath, £3U 33/ 7/7
Woolwich, 334 3û7\ 773 /Xô/
---------- J _____ 13777
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 6
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide that taxes 
which a school district is authorized 
to levy may be assessed in any cost­
sharing formula mutually agreeable 
to the conmunitle8 involved?"
YES NO
7# 3 ^
/7?3 &&
/9y /¿a
39Jt /b$
//¿>
39/
33/ /<■??
yj? ¿/¿à 
'y/«?/,
ü>'ééAè*âl Election
November 7, 1978
COUNTY OF SOMERSET
REFERENDUM
QUESTION
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 1
"Shall a bond issue be ratified 
for the purpose set forth in 'AN 
ACT to Authorize a Self-liquidating 
Bond Issue in the Amount of $2,100,000 
to Establish a Dormitory at Northern 
Maine Vocational-Technical Institute,' 
passed by the Second Regular Session 
of the 108th Legislature?"
TOWNS
YES NO
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to eliminate the office of justice 
of the peace as a Constitutional office?"
____L YES NO
Anson, 339 3?9 300 3 k 3
Athens, /¿)S 9 9 73 jaS
Bingham, /<P? AA3 /P3
Cambridge, 43 S3 (SA 0 3
Canaan, JS7 ¡70 /3 ? /ù>9
Caratunk, A3 a y AC c/20
Comville, /Û3 /3 4 7 /3 //I
Detroit, 9! //Y u J/S
Embden, S'A SS o  / 73
Fairfield, SSA g&/ 7^3"
Harmony, ? ? / /S <SV //¿P
Hartland, £oc £34 /9 3 <S30
Jackman, A // ¿A3 / ¿ ? /7 S
Jackman, Rockwood Strip
Madison, 377/ ¿p33 S /£ SSA
District No. 1
Mercer, (el 5 7 7S~ ¿o 7
Moose River, V/ ■yj ■V6> 30
Moscow, SA ¿r/ s 'y SO
New Portland, 7/ /ô f s s /¿>y
Norridgewock, ~30 3 3ô0 33 7 30 7
Palmyra, /7A /SA / ¿ y /7y
Pittsfield, 0  9S 4 7 / Od 7 S/O
Ripley, s s SO S i S A
St. Albans, /SA J73 7S3 /S 9
Skowhegan, J3o/ 770/ //?/à 
/£ôSmithfield, Jû9 U 7 ?9
Solon, 1/9 / 3 * / / ? /3?
Starks, ¿Y ¿y S / ¿ 3 "
PLANTATIONS
Brighton, / / /</ 0 / f
Dennistown, /o /£ /1 /O
Highland, / y ¿ 7 A/ A3
Pleasant Ridge, / 3 3 7 0 ?
The Forks, 0 /  ¿7 /û //
West Forks, /Y / 7 /3 / 7
ù¥â$ ¿VOS' 0131 C2/ Y
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 2
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the First 
Regular Session of the 108th Legislature 
to repeal provisions relating to the 
poll tax and to payment in lieu of 
military duty?"
YES NO
3/9 SA 7
90 /OO
y  y  y /SO
¿0 7 S S
700 /y/
A/ s/S
/AV /¿S
90 p ?
0 3 ¿e 7
37? ¿,77
S ? /Ô 3
7P3
v j s
O 7 S ?
s ? 3 /
SA s ?
7 /3 3 S
3PS A37
773 / sy
03/ VS3
S ? S3
/Oû /3<?
/3AA 7070
À23 9S
/A? 7pS
¿9 S /
O /7
// ?
JO A S
S S S
/A ?
/y /O
53 %
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the First Regular 
Session of the 108th Legislature to reduce 
and combine the guarantee limits for the 
Insurance of enterprises within the State, 
and to make vessels registered in the State 
eligible for such insurance?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 3
YES
3<P â
NO
A s y
9 / # 7
o 2 0Û 7720
(33 s S
7 7S / 7S
<AO -2/
73ô s y
/y A
7 7 s y
/¿A? s/s
? s 9/
£70 703
A/3 /âS
3 ? s
? S S 3
s y 3/
S (O sy
/¿>y s  /
s s s £7/
S>AO /Ad
S ?
/Jy 70 7
/SA3
/JO s y
/SS J>3
6 / 7 7
3 / y
7(0 s
/? A 3
<33 S
SéT S
7(0 y
73 / 7 ¥353
Général Election
November 7, 1978
COUNTY OF SOMERSET
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 4
]PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 5
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide for the con­
vening of the Legislature in December 
following the general election, 
instead of in January?"
TOWNS
YES NO
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to require the State to reimburse 
municipalities from state tax sources for 
50% of losses caused by property tax 
exemptions and credits enacted after 
April 1, 1978?"
1_______ ________| YES NO
Anson, 3#/ V/Û avf
Athens, ?5 joV //S
Bingham, /<?y aoa c26 S* yaa
Cambridge, 7a yh 77 73
Canaan, /53 JS? a// 9/
Caratunk, /X as 30 /¿P
Comville, /Oh / 3 V /to? 6p/
Detroit, /Oh 9/ /3? bV
Embden, b? 0 0 ?to 3a
Fairfield, SU 755 /Off s/y
Harmony, lé ¿os // 7 7#
Hartland, a// a// 7 ysy
Jackman, /<?/ /*3 aVY 7to
Jackman, Rockwood Strip
Madison, 5hh 5b to %0t 3/S~
District No. 1
Mercer, s? 83 /o5 5Ò
Moose River, 9 V 37 Y7
Moscow, L/S b a Pa 3?
New Portland, U /Ob' /30 (pò
Norridgewock, 307 3// y// /93
Palmyra, /7b /to5 ///
Pittsfield, 5b 8 53 7 7 VS' 3a to
Ripley, h? 3? ¿p/f 7/Ó
St. Albans, /to 3 /Vf S/5 94
Skowhegan, S3 ¿5 /5?t y/a
Smithfield, ns /0Ô / (o Ó 57
Solon, /So //? /// 0?
Starks, JJ to to H 5 3
PLANTATIONS
Brighton, % /5 / / <3
Dennistown, /to Cp /3 7
Highland, /* ao £/ aa
Pleasant Ridge, / 3 /S' <as~ fp
The Forks, / 3 /ö // 7
West Forks, /h // / 9 7
Li¿5- S3 73
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide that taxes 
which a school district Is authorized 
to levy may be assessed in any cost­
sharing formula mutually agreeable 
to the communities Involved?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 6
YES NO
V/8
% 9 ^
cp/f / /ab
¿ 7 SO
/97 ///
55
/S 7 7/
/ / f
7V 7 /
7033
/ 03 9/
/s y
53 7 /ôf
705 394
5b s S
ScP a ?
y b VO
S/f b 9
W 7  y 87
<533 /os'
3//
b  3 * 7
/of
/to/3 7 /7
/sy b f
/to to 7?
7é Y3-
7 / /
/ y ¿0
5>S~ / /
Jto, S '
/a / Ô
<50 5
7878 7//f
CONSTITUTIONAL
Regular
"Shall 
as proposed
Session of the 108th Legls
to repeal provisions relating to 
poll tax and to payment in lieu of 
military duty?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 3
È
 the Constitution be amended at 
y a resolution of the First 
the 108th Legislature to redi 
e the guarantee limits for the 
of enterprises within the Stat 
e vessels registered In the St 
or such insurance?"
guiar
YES NO — YES NO
9*3
—
_ _ _
—— — ■--- =
y¿x5/
i________1
---------
S '/ 3 9
99 9ô ys¿> 69
97 ¿3 Ç 9 o"cf
/o¿> yy /ó? ¿77
S'? ------- 1 ¿s'/ 73
967 yys 77
36 33L y¿> 3¿>"
3¿s
933
73
/c23 y¿>¿
-------- !
< 6 6
y3¿fi 3¿>¿> y ¿ /
¿s s 7 ?
93 9*
7S ¿>/ ________ i / < 6
ys~7 S3 s-y<r 73
93/ 93 ¿ 33
3 7 / ó 7  ¿7/
y/9 y¿y¿? ¿C7
373 y-2 7 <J3£
y  7  ¿fi c3sy <3ú
// / 76 9/ 7 ¿fi /—
7 t 3 7
¿77* * /û 7
yji¿, 733 9 3
VÓ 39 6 sr 33
*60 c27¿ 736
V3?7 lu í
.. .
* »
General Election
November 7, 1978
TOWNS
COUNTY OF WALDO
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
1 AMENDMENT NO. 4 1
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide for the con­
vening of the Legislature in December 
following the general election, 
instead of in January?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 5______I~ i à ¿J. - . 1 . . . — .i ... »j
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to require the State to reimburse 
municipalities from state tax sources fox 
50% of losses caused by property tax 
exemptions and credits enacted after 
April lf 1978?"
Belfast, 
Ward 1
YES NO
ÿ79 7/â
YES
90</
Ward 2 
Ward 3 
Ward 4 
Ward 5
Belmont, 9b ¿JO 33
Brooks, zt 9S /¿O b/
Burnham, 99 ù>9 /09 Sfa
Frankfort, /os' /o7 /o 7
Freedom, 5 / 73 39
Islesboro, <?u 7/9* /o/ 70
Jackson, 77 0/ SY /?
Knox, S'b 7<£ 39
Liberty, ! /3y 9/T 772 7/
Lincolnville, o/Sf /9/ ¿99 y39
Monroe, /£/ yLo9 /S7 i SO
Montville, 2/ y_7b //7 39
Morrill, \7±- S9 7$ 73
Northport, m 9S~ J9/ 9o
Palermo, /Olt /¿9 /OSI S
Prospect, 9 7 faß 92 b b
Searsmont, 90 /so SS
Searsport, 3Ï7 ¿9/ 9 /9 <7S7
Stockton Springs, ¿>39 ¿sz\ ¿7/
Swanville, 99 JS/ ¿,S
Thorndike, 73 s9 Ÿfa 3s
Troy, 7 fa 71 //3 79
Unity, J?S~ /77 ¿SC /O/
Waldo, 79 43 ùjL
Winterport, ¿Sir 77fa
3799 9?/S 3531,
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide that taxes 
which a school district is authorized 
to levy may be assessed in any cost­
sharing formula mutually agreeable 
to the communities involved?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
| AMENDMENT NO. 6 1
YES 1 NO
/ off 376
77 7ô
//7 S 9
? r
J/3 s 7
70 <20
/ /  <0 S S
37 ¿0
Soi S/
/S3 /¿n
3 2 S  y//
/3f 7 fa
7/9
2/
/S 7
909
7/9 VŸ
79S
-779 <3//
<¿95
S<3<£ ¿ j/
? 7  : _
//■/ ^ 6
<&3
£ 7
SOX/
General Election
November 7, 1978 COUNTY OF WASHINGTON
REFERENDUM
QUESTION
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 1
"Shall a bond issue be ratified 
for the purpose set forth In 'AN 
ACT to Authorize a Self-liquidating 
Bond Issue In the Amount of $2,100,000 
to Establish a Dormitory at Northern 
Maine Vocational-Technical Institute,' 
passed by the Second Regular Session 
of the 108th Legislature?"
TOWNS
YES NO 1_______ ________
1
1\
"Shall 
proposed 
ture to e 
the peace
. the Constitution be amended as 
by a resolution of the Leglsla- 
¡llmlnate the office of justice of 
: as a Constitutional office?"
_______ [YES NO
Addison, Jo/ M3 X! 7£
Alexander, 33 6/ y ¿
Baileyville, £03 £7f
Beals, 49 S 4 7S
Beddington, / i 3 XL
Calais, S  //' 4 /4 3S3 477
Ward 1
Ward 2
Ward 3
Centerville, / 2 S '
Charlotte, O? ? y? £9 4 4
Cherryfield, ¿M. JÌ7 //7 /97
Columbia, S? ¿2? S<£
Columbia Falls, j r y 7f jr/ 77
Cooper, ¿A 3 / 9 33
Crawford, to // 3/
Cutler, 3S ZSL S3 60
Dan forth, /0 4 /¿>£L /OO
Deblois, 3 // S' /3
Dennysville, tr S 9S 93 77
East Machias, US Û/9 743 /77
Eastport, JSg y / 7 33 7
Ward 1
Harrington, ?3 /// 34 97Indian Township Votmg 
District, 39 //, 30 £ 4
Jonesboro, 0>S /¿a 47 407
Jones port, /¿¿S' c33/ 777 /67L
Lubec, / 76 o2 7^ 797
Machias. 30 9 4/0 3yo 4/6
Machiasport, //7 /&9 /AX 7/0
Marshfield, ¿s 0 24 ¿?9 7 4
Meddybemps, 77 3 £- 73 3 3
Milbridge, JS? £sy /7S /??
Northfield, 9 36 ' / s ¿¿V
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 2
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the First 
Regular Session of the 108th Legislature 
to repeal provisions relating to the
poll tax and to 
military duty?"
YES
payment
NO
In lieu of
766 736
77 y/
S26A ¿26/
4 7 6 7
/ 3
S6A 393'
/ y
sy
/3S /3P
44 3 7
37T 93
7 7 / 7
«60
S? 4P
/#/ ?/
y /y
6 /¿S'
/s4 /S3
34/ 3//
96 XJ
3 <6 <72
4 6  76
76 6 /6 /
636. / //
377 344
7 7 3  /<76 
2 ô  
/Y
<2û/ /¿- 7 
74 6 7
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the First 
Regular Session of the 108th Legislature to 
reduce and combine the guarantee limits for 
the Insurance of enterprises within the State, 
and to make vessels registered In the State 
eligible for such insurance?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 3
YES
7-3/
NO
4 6 , 33
4 .P7 /¿ o r
6>2 43
/ /
6 S3 <77/
ca y
3 7 <¿2 £
/¿/¿> / /S '
77 3 /
A3 S6L
77 / S '
/ r / s'
7S 37
//7 77
y /<=S
X s y /
/7s //6
39/ A#0
/¿>7
3 3 /¿S
XÔ S 3
7/3 /¿Z3
S>76 / ss
737 66 6
9S '
9y y y
/S' 4 7
£66 / 3£
7 7 / f
dêrtêfâl Élection
November 7, 1978 COUNTY OF WASHINGTON—(Concluded)
REFERENDUM
QUESTION
]PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. % >____ PROPOSED constitutional AMENDMENT NO. 2
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 3
TOWNS
"Shall a bond Issue be ratified 
for the purpose set forth In 'AN 
ACT to Authorize a Self-liquidating 
Bond Issue in the Amount of $2,100,000 
to Establish a Dormitory at Northern 
Maine Vocational-Technical Institute,' 
passed by the Second Regular Session 
of the 108th Legislature?"
YES NO
"Shai: 
proposed 
ture to 1 
the peaci
1 the Constitution be amended as 
by a resolution of the Leglsla- 
eliminate the office of justice of 
e as a Constitutional office?"
i
YES NO 1 _J
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the First 
Regular Session of the 108th Legislature 
to repeal provisions relating to the poll 
tax and to payment in lieu of military duty?"
________L yes bo 1________|_______ |______
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the First Regular 
Session of the 108th Legislature to reduce 
and combine the guarantee limits for the 
Insurance of enterprises within the State, 
and to make vessels registered In the State 
eligible for such Insurance?"
YES NO
Pembroke, 97 733 9 f 73 7 /ss 797 962
Perry, 707 w 9/ 99 77 /û3 ¿63
Pleasant Point Voting O f /7 36 36 3 3 36L /¿S' 7?
Princeton, /0? iûù /2 (e 77 7/9 76 /32? 667
Robbinston, /t 7 62 761 3 / 7 7/ ss 3 3
Roque Bluffs, 67 ¿/6 3 S L 37 3 0 c2<? S3
Steuben, 737 //S' F? A>y éy/
Talmadge, 7/ 3 7cZ /¿L y 767 27
Topsfield, 32L 677 ¿¿L 629 J23L 679 o s '
Vanceboro. 33 3? 36 67? 36 Jâ. 3 7
Waite. ¡S' / y 9 79 73 7/ /V y
Weslev. /V 7(j 79 7 0 7 ? // 76 9
Whiting, 3 7 37 76 V ? 6 6 OS' y ?
Whitneyville, S7 ¿ 7 y r 3 / 3/7 3 9 <3/
PLANTATIONS
Baring, 3-3 36 3  6 c>l6 3 6 <33
Codyville, ST 9 9- 77 y z 3 /O
Grand Lake Stream, 3 3 3% /¿S' 329 3 6 <232
No. 14, % 77 v F y 7 23•
No. 21, ¿2/ 7 7 /<? / ? 7 3 32-2. y
Vs.370 7 S'06 6 ?,3 f6 # ¿7 3  ¿# 3 4
! ôèrièt'âl ËlêCtiôrt
^November 7, 1978
COUNTY OF WASHINGTON
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 4
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide for the con­
vening of the Legislature in December 
following the general election, 
instead of in January?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 5
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to require the State to reimburse 
municipalities from state tax sources for 
50% of losses caused by property tax 
exemptions and credits enacted after 
April 1, 1978?"
TOWNS
YES NO YES NO
Addison, /<Si 9 / 758
Alexander, 4 7 3 9 S 7 3  J .
Baileyville, / 7 A £ ? o 770
Beals, 7Y V S 9 3 3 0
Beddington, / 7 V /
Calais, fa t ? 39S 3 & 7
Ward 1
Ward 2
Ward 3
Centerville, 3 3 ¿ 1 v3
Charlotte, 3 f S / <OOL
Cherry field, J*9 7 * 8 7 ó ~ 0 / 3 3
Columbia, ¿T¿e 0 . 7
Columbia Falls, ê é > 7 0 - V f
Cooper, Sl l / 8 7 0 ' Y
Crawford, L U / 3 7 7 7 /
Cutler, V * S V V O
Danforth, r ? // / 3  V 7 0 L
Deblois, 6 L / S s 70
Dennysville, ? s ¿ s L ■S 7
East Machias, 1 7 0 /Ó oL 797 779
Eastport, 3 5 / 3 / 3 7 0 6 J S 7
Ward 1
Harrington,
Indian Township Voting 
District,
J 0 3 y * 7 0 3 S 7
V O / S V / / /
Jonesboro, ? ! L O Ù 3 7
Jonesport, / r ? 7 V Ô £ / ? 7 / 0
Lubec, 7 0 7 J  7 0 7 3 /
Machias,
Machiasport,
Marshfield,
V O A 370 V V 5 ? 5 2 8 7
/ S O . / / o 7 S 7 / / y
9 o
/
S7 7 0 / y y
Meddybemps,
Milbridge.
/ ? J 3 V f J J
/ 9 & 7 9 7 S S / 7 3 /
Northfield, / ? < 0 0 J O / /
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide that taxes 
which a school district is authorized 
to levy may be assessed in any cost- 
sharing formula mutually agreeable 
to the communities involved?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 6
YES NO
s?
Vf y/
8297 /OS
Te 3 V S
S /
Ce 3 7 3YÓ
3 3
VO
763 7/0
SV SO
7 / VL
32V 70
7 7 77
7 f 3 S
s 3 T? 58
78 f
V?
j/ f
Vj?S■ 50
Vû
9 f s s '
7/0 /OS
S ff 73/
VSJ2 82 Or 8
773 r ÿ
/¿>ô V/
3/ 3 0
7 0  3 X3S
/ ? Ì?
7T
^(Sérierai Election
* November 7, 1978 COUNTY OF WASHINGTON—(Concluded)
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 4
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide for the con­
vening of the Legislature in December 
following the general election, 
instead of in January?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
pMMHTf IP- * I
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to require the State to reimburse 
municipalities from state tax sources for 
50% of losses caused by property tax 
exemptions and credits enacted after 
April 1, 1978?"
TOWNS
YES NO YES NO___
Pembroke, 9 3 /<2S ! 9sl
Perry, i 7^ /o3 731Pleasant Point Voting 
District,
|--- /--- r---
313
Princeton, l&z. . 7¥
—«—#.■I Tss
Robbinston, . vr ¿*9 sS ji
Roque Bluffs, 31 3 ? 37
Steuben, _______ 1 707 i 90. / /jr M
Talmadge, ZS / y
Topsfield,
r
33 : 37 /¿L
Vanceboro, <79 37 3s ’ 33
Waite, 72- 73 /  °L~
Wesley, 7 ! 7 [ _ v / 73?
Whiting, 34 ir? ¿r &\ZsS
Whitneyville, 3 4 /7
PLANTATIONS
Baring, 3<l\ 3 7  i 32Ô
Codyville, \____ 2_| • .4. / / 7
Grand Lake Stream, 3<P <p. (p 3lS
No. 14, S ù 7û
No. 21, /Fa ¿3 A3
!________i$Z ¿S'3,46 A
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide that taxes 
which a school district is authorized 
to levy may be assessed in any cost- 
sharing formula mutually agreeable 
to the communities involved?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 6
YES NO___
/¿7 | .90
X//S ¿ S
L S 3 3/
7 3 3 3 7
7 3
4 ^ 2
<7/
L o se 7p
3 3 /¿L
3i's 33L
/y L / 3
L / /JL
X P
V ? c7/
3/ <3 3l
_ 77- J 9
vj>. /?
y
9
Cenerai Election
November 7, 1978 COUNTY OF YORK
REFERENDUM PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT N0.1
V
TOWNS
"Shall a bond issue be ratified 
for the purpose set forth in 'AN 
ACT to Authorize a Self-liquidating 
Bond Issue in the Amount of $2,100,000 
to Establish a Dormitory at Northern 
Maine Vocational-Technical Institute,' 
passed by the Second Regular Session 
of the 108th Legislature?"
YES NO
i|
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to eliminate the office of justice of 
the peace as a Constitutional office?"
YES NO
Acton, 197 193 &4A 179
Alfred, £29j £2/<?
Arundel, £09 2.0/ ¿23 SL SSO
Berwick, 7/o 999 <707
Biddeford, £9/0 3/09 3/00 3 07?
W ard 1
W ard 2
W ard 3
W ard 4
W ard 5
W ard 6
W ard 7
Buxton, 907 S79 2/7 9S7
Cornish, 179 ?7 /££L /£ A
Dayton, ¡7/ ML £S7 M3L
Eliot, y/fS’ SS3 ¿f//f ¿,07
Hollis, HÌ9 30/ 730 390
Kennebunk, //Go /70f 90}
Kennebuukport, 170 SOG PSO ///?/
Kittery, /£?6 9/9 /303 ?Jô
Lebanon, J2G? 397 3 9 r
Limerick, ¿>¿,9 /99 3270. 2 / f
Limington,
Lyman,
Newfield,
North Berwick,
Old Orchard Beach, 
Parsonsfield,
Saco,
£77/
30 G 
///
39/
// 3S
/7/
£23/3
£23£L
<£2o£
J/9
377
SIS'
/V/
£}/?/
•
323/
333
//£L
/OS’
330s
c2&3
<27?
J//L
F9/
/3¥
w
W ard 1
W ard 2 
W ard 3 
W ard 4 
W ard 5 
W ard 0  
W ard 7
f
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 2j- ~
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by 4  resolution of the First 
Regular SessitH,Éof the 108th Legislature 
to repeal provisions relating to the 
poll tax and to payment in lieu of 
military duty?"
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the First Regular 
Session of the 108th Legislature to reduce 
and combine the guarantee limits for the 
insurance of enterprises within the State, 
and to make vessels registered in the State 
eligible for such insurance?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 3
YES NO
30£ J/V
¿293 /#<?
c2Vy e/23/
¿//3 39/
So 70 3 SOJT
YES NO
dt/S /3J2 
3/S /S?
¿2.o7£
gSX 773 273 3-9f
yyy 700 /73 ¿033
/ of //7 /J3 99
So/2 33/ 37/
S7C 333\ -992. ¿¿SO
/39S Soy ys-ZP 3/3
73c? 3// p9S ¿ iff
737/ 9a<? /s/ys3ÿ
32OP ¿HS7 303/3S'
3*3/2 / < / > J?2Ó 3
¿ 7 /  <2 / 3
w
¿3/ /¿i
<3X2. 339 -92>/ /07
/3J2 \ X = 2 / '‘/S'
3/7 32S<f \
\
307
/773 P03
/ 73 //A /33 97
<2<3fZ 793/ J?O0/ /JTcSO
yf •/ f •* 7TT -  *
ôêttêrâl Election
November 7, 1978
COUNTY OF YORK—(Concluded)
TOWNS
REFERENDUM
____ -j_ QUESTION „  j
"Shall a bond Issue be ratified 
for the purpose set forth In 'AN 
ACT to Authorize a Self-liquidating 
Bond Issue In the Amount of $2,100,000 
to Establish a Dormitory at Northern 
Maine Vocational-Technical Institute,' 
passed by the Second Regular Session 
of the 108th Legislature?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
I J M im tt  i i .  1
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to eliminate the office of justice of 
the peace as a Constitutional office?"
YES NO YES NO
Sanford, S7f/> 3-0/e
First District 
Second District 
Third District 
Fourth District 
Fifth District 
Sixth District 
Seventh District 
Shapleigh,
South Berwick, 
Waterboro,
Wells,
Wells, Ogunquit Voting 
District
York,
23.5 £/ô
SS/
7/7 ci
/O 73 $78
/577 7Û/Û
3/7 3 d
â>/7 33Û
387 3 7 $
//3û 7*/
7377 97ù
3/777 /£533 Q/SlS'n7/S
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 2 ______
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
L - . AMENDMENT NO. 1
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the First 
Regular Session of the 108th Legislature 
to repeal provisions relating to the 
poll tax and to payment in lieu of 
military duty?"
1________) YES : W0 1______________
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the First Regular 
Session of the 108th Legislature to reduce 
and combine the guarantee limits for the 
insurance of enterprises within the State, 
and to make vessels registered In the State 
eligible for such insurance?"
_______ ________1 YES NO I________
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PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 4
"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide for the con­
vening of the Legislature in December 
following the general election, 
instead of in January?"
TOWNS
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL 
AMENDMENT NO. 5
"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to require the State to reimburse 
municipalities from state tax sources for 
507. of losses caused by property tax 
exemptions and credits enacted after 
April 1, 1978?"
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"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide that taxes 
which a school district is authorized 
to levy may be assessed in any cost- 
sharing formula mutually agreeable 
to the conmunitiea involved?"
PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT NO. 6
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"Shall the Constitution be amended as 
proposed by a resolution of the Legisla­
ture to require the State to reimburse 
municipalities from state tax sources for 
50% of losses caused by property tax 
exemptions and credits enacted after 
April 1, 1978?"
YES NO
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"Shall the Constitution be amended 
as proposed by a resolution of the 
Legislature to provide that taxes 
which a school district Is authorized 
to levy may be assessed In any cost­
sharing formula mutually agreeable 
to the conmunitles Involved?"
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Proposing an Amendment to the Constitution to Require the State 
to Reimburse Municipalities from State Tax Sources for 50% of 
Losses Caused by Property Tax Exemptions and Credits Enacted 
after April 1, 1978.
WHEREAS, the One Hundred and Eighth Legislature of the State of Maine by 
a Constitutional Resolution passed by a concurrent vote of both branches 
July 11, 1977, proposed to the electors of said State the following amend­
ment to the Constitution, to wit:
Article IV, Part Third, Section 23 is enacted to read:«
fSec. 23. Municipalities reimbursed annually. The Legislature shall an­
nually reimburse each municipality from state tax sources for 50% of the 
property tax revenue loss suffered by that municipality during the previous 
calendar year because of statutory property tax exemptions or credits en­
acted after April 1, 1978. The Legislature shall enact appropriate legis­
lation to carry out the inent of this section.*
WHEREAS, it appears by the returns of votes given in by the electors of the 
various cities, towns and plantations voting upon said amendment as directed 
in the aforementioned Constitutional Resolution at the General Election on 
November 7, 1978, and reviewed by the Governor on November 27, 1978, that 
a majority of said votes were in favor of this amendment; namely,
213,417 for, and 
100,488 opposed;
NOW, THEREFORE, I, James B. Longley, Governor of the State of Maine, do pro­
claim the Constitution of the State of Maine amended as proposed in accor­
dance with the provisions of this said Constitutional Resoltuion, the amend­
ment shall become part of the Constitution on January 1, 1978.
Governor
Given at the office of the 
Governor at Augusta aikl 
sealed with the Great Seal 
of the State of Maine this 
seventh day of December, 
in the year of our Lord, 
One Thousand Nine Hundred 
and Seventy-eight.
Secretary of Stat
Proposing an Amendment to the Constitution to Eliminate the 
Office of Justice of the Peace as a Constitutional Office.
WHEREAS, the One Hundred and Eighth Legislature of the State of Maine 
by a Constitutional Resolution passed by a concurrent vote of both 
branches April 28, 1977, proposed to the electors of said State the 
following amendment to the Constitution, to wit:
Article V, Part First, Section 8, fifth paragraph, as repealed and 
replaced by CR 1975, c. 4, is repealed as follows:
'He-shaürnominate-anH-appoint-jttabiee-s-oi-'fche-peaee-ior-an-initial 
term-eniy^-and-addifeionai—terma-of—fcheae-off ieers-ahaii-be-by-renewal 
ef-eommrsaienr-aa-prorided-by-iawT ’
WHEREAS, it appears by the returns of votes given in by the electors of 
the various cities, towns and plantations voting upon said amendment as 
directed in the aforementioned Constitutional Resolution at the General 
Election on November 7, 1978, and reviewed by the Governor on November 27, 
1978, that a majority of said votes were in favor of this amendment; 
namely,
NOW, THEREFORE, I, James B. Longley, Governor of the State of Maine, do 
proclaim the Constitution of the State of Maine amended as proposed in 
accordance with the provisions of this said Constitutional Resolution, 
the amendment shall hereupon, as of the date of this proclamation, be­
come a part of the Constitution.
179,146 for, and 
141,527 opposed;
sealed with the Great Seal 
of the State of Maine this 
seventh day of December,
Given at the office of the 
Governor at Augusta and
One Thousand Nine Hundred 
and Seventy-eight.
in the year of our Lord,
Governor
■ a
Proposing an Amendment to the Constitution to Repeal Provisions 
Relating to the Poll Tax and to Payment in Lieu of Military 
Duty.
WHEREAS, the One Hundred and Eighth Legislature of the State of Maine by 
a Constitutional Resolution passed by a concurrent vote of both branches 
May 19, 1977, proposed to the electors of said State the following amend­
ment to the Constitution, to wit:
Article VII, Section 5 is amended to read:
'Section 5. Persons exempted from military duty. Persons of the denomina­
tions of Quakers and Shakers, Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court, 
Ministers of the Gospel and persons exempted by laws of the Jtfiited States 
may be exempted from military duty, but no other able-bodied person of the 
age of eighteen and under the age of forty-five years, excepting officers 
of the militia who have been honorably discharged, shall be so exempted.*
Article IX, Section 7 is amended to read:
'Section 7. Valuation. While the public expenses shall be assessed on 
estates, a general valuation shall be taken at least once in ten years.'
WHEREAS, it appears by the returns of votes given in by the electors of the 
various cities, towns and plantations voting upon said amendment as directed 
in the aforementioned Constitutional Resolution at the General Election on 
November 7, 1978, and reviewed by the Governor on November 27, 1978, that 
a majority of said votes were in favor of this amendment; namely,
NOW, THEREFORE, I, James B. Longley, Governor of the State of Maine, do pro­
claim the Constitution of the State of Maine amended as provided in accordance 
with the provisions of this said Constitutional Resolution, the amendment shall
185,997 for, and 
124,650 opposed;
s proclamation, become a part of the Constitution.
sealed with the Great Seal 
of the State of Maine this 
seventh day of December,
One Thousand Nine Hundred 
and Seventy-eight.
Given at the office of the 
Governor at Augusta and
in the year of our Lord,
b Governor
¿Statz o f  <^A/[ainz
Proposing an Amendment to the Constitution to Require the Legislature 
to Convene in December after the General Election.
WHEREAS, the One Hundred and Eighth Legislature of the State of Maine by a 
Constitutional Resolution passed by a concurrent vote of both branches 
July 8, 1977, proposed to the electors of said State the following amend­
ment to the Constitution, to wit:
Article IV, Part First, Section 2, first sentence, as amended by CR 1975, 
c. 5, is further amended to read:
'The House of Representatives shall consist of one hundred and fifty-one 
members, to be elected by the qualified electors, and hold their office two 
years from the day next preceding the first Wednesday in December following 
the general election.'
Article IV, Part First, Section 5, last 2 sentences, as amended by CR 1975, 
c. 5, are further amended to read:
'The Governor shall examine the returned copies of such lists and seven days 
before the first Wednesday of December biennially, shall issue a summons to 
such persons as shall appear to have been elected by a plurality of all votes 
returned, to attend and take their seats. All such lists shall be laid before 
the House of Representatives on the first Wednesday of December biennially, 
and they shall finally determined who are elected.'
ArticlelV, Part Second, Section 2, first sentence, as repealed and replaced 
by CR 1975, c. 1, is amended to read:
'The Legislature which shall convene in 1984 and every tenth year thereafter 
shall cause the State to be divided into districts for the choice of a Senator 
from each district, using the same method as provided in Article IV, Part First, 
Section 2 for the apportionment of Representative Districts.*
Article IV, Part Second, Section 3, last sentence, is amended to read:
'Fair copies of the lists of votes shall be attested by the clerks of the 
cities and towns or other duly authorized officials and sealed up in open 
meetings and such officials shall cause said lists to be delivered into the 
office of the Secretary of State forthwith.*
Article IV, Part Second, Section 4, as last amended by CR 1975, c. 5, is 
further amended to read:
'Sec. 4. Examination of lists; summons to persons who appear to be elected.
The Governor shall, as soon as may be, examine the copies of such lists, and 
at least seven days before the said first Wednesday of December, issue a 
summons to such persons, as shall appear to be elected by a plurality of the 
votes in each senatorial district, to attend that day and take their seats.'
Artide IV, Part Second, Section 5, first sentence, as amended by CR 1975, 
c. 5, is further amended to read:
’The Senate shall, on said first Wednesday of December, biennially determine 
who is elected by a plurality of votes to be Senator in each district.'
Article IV, Part Third, Section 1, first sentence, as amended by CR 1975, 
c. 5, is further amended to read:
'The Legislature shall convene on the first Wednesday of December following 
the general election in what shall be designated the first regular session 
of the Legislature; and shall further convene on the first Wednesday after 
the first Tuesday of January in the subsequent even-numbered year in what 
shall be designated the second regular session of the Legislature; provided, 
however, that the business of the second regular session of the Legislature 
shall be limited to budgetary matters; legislation in the Governor's call; 
legislation of an emergency nature admitted by the Legislature; legislation 
referred to committees for study and report by the Legislature in the first 
regular session; and legislation presented to the Legislature by written 
petition of the electors under the provisions of Article IV, Part Third, 
Section 18.'
WHEREAS, it appears by the returns of votes given in by the electors of the 
various cities, towns and plantations voting upon said amendment as directed 
in the aforementioned Constitutional Resolution at the General Election on 
November 7, 1978, and reviewed by the Governor on November 27, 1978, that 
a majority of said votes were in favor of this amendment; namely,
NOW, THEREFORE, I, James B. Longley, Governor of the State of Maine, do pro­
claim the Constitution of the State of Maine amended as proposed in accor­
dance with the provisions of this said Constitutional Resolution, the amend­
ment shall hereupon as of the date of this proclamation, become a part of the 
Constitution.
165,262 for, and 
153,409 opposed;
One Thousand Nine Hundred 
and Seventy-eight.
Given at the office of the 
Governor at Augusta and
sealed with the Great Seal 
of the State of Maine this
twenty-first day of December 
in the year of our Lord,
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Proposing an Amendment to the Constitution to Reduce and Combine 
the Guarantee Limits for the Insurance of Enterprises within the 
State, and to make Vessels Registered in the State Eligible for 
Such Insurance.
WHEREAS, the One Hundred and Eighth Legislature of the State of Maine by 
a Constitutional Resolution passed by a concurrent vote of both branches 
June 16, 1977, proposed to the electors of said State the following amend­
ment to the Constitution, to wit:
Article IX, Section 14, first sentence, is amended to read:
’The credit of the State shall not be directly or indirectly loaned in any 
case, except as provided in sections 14-A, 14-C, 14-D and 14-E.*
Article IX, Section 14-A is repealed and the following enacted in its 
place:
'Section 14-A. Authority to insure, appropriate moneys and issue bonds for 
the payment of industrial, manufacturing, fishing and agricultural mortgage 
loans. For the purposes of fostering, encouraging and assisting the physical 
location, settlement and resettlement of industrial, manufacturing, fishing, 
agricultural and recreational enterprises within the State, the Legislature 
by proper enactment may insure the payment of mortgage loans on real estate 
and personal property within the State of such industrial, manufacturing, 
fishing, agricultural and recreational enterprises not exceeding in the aggre­
gate $90,000,000 in amount at any one time and may also appropriate moneys 
and authorize the issuance of bonds on behalf of the State at such times and 
in such amounts as it may determine to make payments insured as aforesaid.
For the purposes of this section, a documented fishing vessel or a vessel 
registered under state law shall be construed as real estate.’
Article IX, Section 14-B is repealed.
WHEREAS, it appears by the returns of votes given in by the electors of the 
various cities, towns and plantations voting upon said amendment as directed 
in the aforementioned Constitutional Resolution at the General Election on 
November 7, 1978, and reviewed by the Governor on November 27, 1978, that 
a majority of said votes were in favor of this amendment; namely,
204,747 for, and 
95,546 opposed;
J
U■ J •
NOW, THEREFORE, I, James B. Longley, Governor of the State of Maine do 
proclaim the Constitution of the State of Maine amended as proposed in 
accordance with the provisions of this said Constitutional Resolution, 
the amendment shall hereupon as of the date of this proclamation, become 
a part of the Constitution.
Given at the office of the 
Governor at Augusta and 
sealed with the Great Seal 
of the State of Maine this 
twenty-first day of December, 
in the year of our Lord,
One Thousand Nine Hundred 
and Seventy-eight.
By the Governor: is Governor qJ  Q
\
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Proposing an Amendment to the Constitution to Provide that Taxes 
Which a School District is Authorized to Levy May be Assessed in 
any Cost-sharing Formula Mutually Agreeable to the Communities 
Involved.
WHEREAS, the One Hundred and Eighth Legislature of the State of Maine by 
a Constitutional Resolution passed by a concurrent vote of both branches 
March 22, 1978, proposed to the electors of said State the following amend­
ment to the Constitution, to wit:
Article IX, Section 8, is repealed and the following enacted in its place:
’Section 8. Taxation; intangible property; permits valuation of certain lands 
upon current use; proviso; school districts. All taxes upon real and personal 
estate, assessed by authority of this State, shall be apportioned and assessed 
equally according to the just value thereof.
1. The Legislature shall have power to levy a tax upon intangible personal 
property at such rate as it deems wise and equitable without regard to the 
rate applied to other classes or property.
2. The Legislature shall have power to provide for the assessment of the 
following types of real estate whenever situated in accordance with a valua­
tion based upon the current use thereof and in accordance with such conditions 
as the Legislature may enact:
A. Farms and agricutural lands, timberlands and woodlands;
B. Open space lands which are used for recreation or the enjoyment 
of scenic natural beauty; and
C. Lands used for game management or wildlife sanctuaries.
In implementing paragraphs A, B and C, the Legislature shall provide that 
any change of.use higher than those set forth in paragraphs A, B and C, except 
when the change is occasioned by a transfer resulting from the exercise or 
threatened exercise of the power of eminent domain, shall result in the impo­
sition of a minimum penalty equal to the tax which would have been imposed over 
the 5 years preceding that change of use had that real estate been assessed at 
its highest and best use, less all taxes paid on that real estate over the pre­
ceding 5 years, and interest, upon such reasonable and equitable basis as the 
Legislature shall determine.
3. The Legislature shall have power to provide that taxes, which it may 
authorize a School Administrative District or a community school district to 
levy, may be assessed on real, personal and intangible property in accordance 
with any cost-sharing formula which it may authorize.’
WHEREAS, it appears by the returns of votes given in by the electors of the 
various cities, towns and plantations voting upon said amendment as directed 
in the aforementioned Constitutional Resolution at the General Election on 
November 7, 1978, and reviewed by the Governor on November 27, 1978, that 
a majority of said votes were in favor of this amendment; namely,
212,063 for, and 
97,764 opposed;
By the Governor: Governor
/ Secretary of State
NOW, THEREFORE, I, James B. Longley, Governor of the State of Maine, do pro­
claim the Constitution of the State of Maine amended as proposed in accor­
dance with the provisions of this said Constitutional Resolution, the amend­
ment shall hereupon as of the date of this proclamation, become a part of the 
Constitution.
Given at the office of the 
Governor at Augusta, and 
sealed with the Great Seal 
of the State of Maine this 
seventh day of December, 
the year of our Lord, One 
Thousand Nine Hundred and 
Seventy-eight.
